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Iг11RODucтloN

This Comprehensive Study tries to recapitulate the analysing

works carried out between 1 July and 30 September 1991 in the

Research Institute for Agricultural Economics, by appointment

of the uinistry of Agriculture, in a brief form focusing on

the proposals. Herein, we intend to systematize the messages

of the studies of sources which are in connection with agra-

rian market regulation and which have been discussed collecti-

vely during the workshop work, however, also reflecting the

individual standpoints of the participants and regarded as the

own intellectual product of the research workers , in an in-

tegrated systerLl. These works compiled in two volumes - tight-

ly correlate with the Comprehensive Study and they both con-

stitute the completion of the task undertaken.

We have considered the statements, recommendations and

concrete proposals made by the authors of altogether, 27 part

studies in the course of public scientific disputes and partly

- where it has been necessary - we even confronted them with

one another and with the opinion of other works elaborated in

this subject. This final study has been prepared mainly based

upon these disputes and by utilizing, in part, the concrete

assistance rendered by the research workers to the individual

chapters of the Comprehensive Study of which its elaborators

but mainly the Project Responsible will bear the professional

responsibility. All these facts are also give an explana-

tion, to the readers, of the Comprehensive study's being of

different, in fact, simply opposite final conclusion in sev-

eral respect than that of the background studies. An explana-

tion is mostly given also by the fact that this has been the

finishing phase of the job. We are convinced that these might

still contribute to the message of the Comprehensive Study as

the presentation of different ways of the possible solutions

may stimubte the further .works to be continued with absolute

certainty. .



Both the employer and the collective that assumed to com-
.lete the task were aware of the unparalleled difficulties of
this work, of the short time available and the lirLtited practical
experience gained in this field. All this is, of course, no ex-
cuse but it is, at most, a raodest explanation for that our work's
final result is not u to the high-standard expectations in some
respects. We consider . it as natural that we are not at the end of
the work related to the market regulation but just at the hеginn--
ing of it and that the Government will achieve the required re-
sults by the thorough analysis of the practice and by the conti-
nuous correction of the decisions made.

We divide this Comprehensive studу into four parts. In the
first part, we review the general objectives and principles, in
the second one, the functioning mechanism and functions of the 
market regulation while in the third one, the related institu-
tionâl and organizational system. Finally, the fourth part. re-
views the most important vertical systems concerning the market
regulation searching for the sectoral pecularities and for the 
connecting, general principles. All this derives from the two-
directional approach whereas we have partly tried to process
the most important sectors with a view to the requirements laid
for market regulation, partly we have attempted to set up the
tasks to he completed in the framework of regulation by ap roach-
ir_g same front general market economy and regulation technique as
well as to set up their system of instrùments. In this latter ap-
proach, the factual basis was rendered mostly by the internation-
al practice and, within this, mainly the regulation of the ЕС. It
is, however, essential to emphasize here too that there is no
scheme, even the mostly elaborated and hest operating, could serve
as a guide in itself or, in particular, imitable in the Hungarian
food economy.
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I. РГtI11CIPLLs , OBJLC`1'IVi,s AND EXPERIEi10E

Securing the acceptance of the agrarian market regulation

by the society and by the state administration largely depends

on how one has succeeded in making the objectives of and reasons

for its introduction understood and in securing the acceptance

thereof, respectively. The prevention of unfounded expectations

related hereto and that of the disappointment following them as

well as the gaining the favour of the widest possible circle of

those concerned largely depend on how one succeeds in formulating

the principles and in expounding the introductory ideas clearly.

In this regard, we deem necessary to emphasize especially the

following:

The agrarian market regulation has to be distinctly sepa-

rated from the crisis managing and other, ad hoc programmes, e.g.

from the privatization, from the restructuring of enterprises

and companies etc. The market regulation serves for preventing

and absorbing disturbances in the market, in relation to what ob'-

jectives are set by the legal regulation and the current agrarian

policy which determine the market regulation and to what instru-

ments are rendered by them in order to implement such objectives.

- The agrarian market regulation - wherever it functions

successfully - is the result of a long-lasting preparatory work,

being a system continuousl1 developinу and adjusting itself to

the indigenous and foreign economic requirements. We also should

not disregard this fact and we should recognize that we are in

the stage of switching over to the market economy system, leaving

little experience and with a comparatively great number of tasks

and problems to be completed arid solved, respectively. Therefore,

we should also prepare ourselves to the necessity of improving,

amending the scheme to be introduced, during the years following

this introduction.

- the successful functioning of the agrarian market regula-

tion assumes not only a wood and consistent scheme as it is but

also an economic background roрortionate to the task undertaken
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and a financial resource volume that can be mobilized as re-
quired. To put it more simply: the task we could assume also
depends on the size of funds we may reckon with.

- Based upon considering the preceding two facts we deem
reasonable to clearly formulate that the state (the Government
and the Ministry of Agriculture, respectively) should only pro-
mise - in respect of the introduction of the agrarian market re-
gulation - it will ïзе able to keep. For this reason,

- on the one hand, the state should announce less at first;
i.e. securely based solutions, a sphere of regulation and gua-
rantee for the first stage of the practical enforcement of law,.

on the otherhand, all possible efforts should be made in
order that the necessity of co-operation and the "co-responsibi-
lity" of the sphere Qf producers and distributors, i.e. the
entrepreneurial-corporate sphere affected by the regulation mani
fest themselves and enforced, respectively.

1. Basic principles of the agrarian market regulation

For our research project, it is decisive how we understand
- for the whole of the market economy - the market regulation
serving for intervention, limitation and guiding but, at the same
time, for upkeeping the competition and, in fact, for creating
its real conditions as well. Therefore, keeping an eye on the pre-
scriptions of the law of competition uniformly applicable to the
whole economy, and based upon the pecularities of agricultural
production, the reason for, the extent and way of deviation should
be regulated in a statutory manner. To this, a starting point is
constituted by the objective of the market regulation which re-
gards the protection of producers, the creation of their employ-
ment and income at an appropriate standard of security, the miti-
gation of fluctuations in the agrarian markets imputable to na-
tural or economic reasons, after all, kepping the supply within
appropriate limits, as being its primary task. This primary ob-
jective, at the same time, is in accordance with the interests of
domestic consumers and those of the national economy, too, mostly
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with regard to the efficient exports assisting in upkeeping

the balance of foreign trade and to establishing a well-balanc-

ed domestic foodstuff market. The availability of agrarian mar-

ker relations that can be calculated and well-balanced within

real limits is a precondition also to that the agricultural

production and the producers may play their.role of growing iг-
portance in' the protection of natural and human environment.

The agrarian market regulation is the alliance between the

state and the economic participants of the agrarian sector which

is based upon mutual advantages, based, in part, on mutual agree-

ments, in accordance with the structure of interests already rnen-

tioned. Therefore, the assumption of task by the state, always

in proportion to its current economic force, and the discipline,

"co-responsibility" assumed voluntarily by the participants of

the economic liEe which will have to be co-ordinated and repre-

sented by the business federation of expectedly very variegated

structure being developed from below.

The market of agrarian products - to our view - can be di-

vided, in respect of economic and other regulation, into three

major groups and the regulation itself, too, should accordingly

be considered not as an integrated whole extending uniformly to

everything but as a system being structured also internally and

being homogenous neither in time nor in space.

- The "regulated market" needing intervention by the state,

clarified and pre-announced in terms of both principles and me-

thods has to extend to those products of key importance the well-

balanced supply of which cannot be created without the market re-

gulation due to the incalculable fluctuations of the production

and of the foreign markets outside their sphere of influence

and, consequently, the changes in the market conditions impose

undesirable burdens on the producers and consumers alike. It is

this "regulated market" where the agrarian market regulation

prevails in the most comprehensive and consistent manner without

the possibility that could be available for us to strive for

uniformity in terms of content and form of the products, in the
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system of guiding prices and of the attached system of garan-
teed or interventional or ceiling prices, in the automatism of
interventions attached thereto, in the institutional and organ-
izational system. the can quote the cereals and milk by way of
example.

The "market influenced" by the state extends to products
that play an important part in the domestic supply and in the
exports alike, but the establishment of their market balance
either does not require direct and automatic intervention, by
the state, operated in an enclosed system or under the given and
limited financial resources, the sufficient economic securities
for assuming guarantee by the state are not available (yet). In
respect of certain products, possibility is rendered by the di-
rect market regulation mentioned under the preceding point for
influencing the market as, e.g. the guarantees for the cereals
directly influence, the market relations of the feeder grain and,
through this, those of the fodder consuming branches as well,
thereby rendering the announcement of the so-called informative
or orientation prices possible, too. In respect of other pro
ducts, the state (itself or along with the sectorai councils)
eliminates Market disturbances by way of ad hoc interventions
and the voluntary associations of producers and of the other par-
ticipants in the economy operate market regulating principles
and scheme. we can quote the vegetables or fruits or the wine by
way of illustration.

- Finally, as third one, we may  understand the term "non-
-regulated market" as one with prices always changing in accord-
ance with the rules of demand and supply, there is no state will
or it is enforced only indirectly (e.g. through the regulation.
of authorizing the exports and imports or its regulation of sub-
sidizing and creaming off thereof, respectively). The economic
participants in the market, are, however, free to set up in ас-
cordance with the current rules of competition - associations
that .are for creating the market stability, for guaranteeing the
quality etc.
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After all, such three-part grouping of the market means

that the market regulation need not, in fact, must not be uni-

form either in respect of products or rules or effectiveness in

terms of time. As a matter of fact, the market regulation need

only be enforced in the sphere what we call "regulated market

and one may enter this sphere but one .may as well get out of

this sphere (without so much as one should understand and treat.

the border of such sphere rigidly).

i4еntion must also be made on the fact that the Hungarian ag-
rarian market regulation how much should resemble or approximate

to that of the ЕС. In this regard, the intention to make use of
experience gained from the ЕС should not conceal the decisive
importance of basic differences in the initial status, for in-

stance, the fact that in the ЕС the protection of the internal
market is the main objective whereas in Hungary, the main goal

is. the export offensive; in the ЕС, the agrarian sectors is f i
nanced by the rest of the economy, whereas in Hungary, the ag-

rarian sector is bearing the rates and taxes at least to an

equal extent compared to the other sectors; in the ЕС, the ag-
rarian sector is of little importance in terms of national eco-

nomy, alike in Hungary, its role is indispensable etc. All this

implies the conclusion that the agrarian market regulation in

Hungary should be economical and, in fact, its resource should

be created by the agrarian sector. This is - according to the

next point hereunder - a realistic requirement. After all, the

regulation should comply, as soon as possible, with the ЕС-
norms not so much in respect of the number of sectors or pro-

ducts involved in the sphere of regulation or of stabilizing

the whole agrarian market but much more in respect of quality,

standardization and hygienic issues, whereas concerning the

other issues, the alignment should be implemented in the pace

of association and then, of creating the expected membership.

It is important to emphasize that the agrarian market re-

gulation constitutes an element and component of the current

agrarian policy; it is a more and more important instrument,
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nevertheless, it does not determine it and does not extend
either to all elements of economic regulation or to numerous
important points of the legal-administrative regulation of the
agrarian sector. All this we can put briefly that the regulation
is an important part, but it is a just a part, of the agrarian
policy and that of thé mechanism of management.

2. Financial aspects of the agrarian market regulation 

The intervention in the market, i.e. the regulation require
not only a high rate of organizedness but, to our calculations
and to the experience of western countries too, they also re-
quire considerable pecuniary resources. The more high-standard
objectives are set, the more considerable are the expected costs,
and vice versa; the available resources also set limits to the.
objectives. In fact, there is no objective gauge in terms of
costs required by the regulation of agrarian markets; thus the
most reliable - however only approximate estimate can be made
by comparing the foreign experience, the previous practice and
the calculative computations.

It has by all means to be seen that we have no chance for
a market subsidy similar to that in the EС as, in Hungary, the
per-capita Gross Domestic Product is about the half of that in
the ЕС whereas the contribution of the agrarian sector to the
GDP is about thrice as much as that in the LC. To our opinion,
in the next 2 or 3 years - in addition to the planned normative
export subsidy - about 4 to 5 per cent of the revenues from ag-
ricultural commodity production should be spent for stabilizing
the markets. To an intervention fund of such nature, the tax-
-payers (the state budget), the economic participants in the ag-
rarian sector and the foodstuff consumers together might pro-
vide resources.

We would consider as most appropriate if this fund would
not be transferred from budget allotment i.e. not through the
usual re-distribution system but by being attached to the agri-
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cultural products, respectively, as a part of a self-contained

system, directly, to the intervention fund.* Accordingly, the

following should or could be reckoned with:

on - the customs duties of agricultural products which would,

after a raise in tariffs serving for appropriate differentiation

and for safeguarding the domestic producers as well, constitute

a resource of several billion forints.

re

ts ,

~_

- From the creaming off of the exports under favourable

conditions and, occasionally, from the compensation of the import

price, a varying but, in long run, considerable revenue would de-

rive.

- From the transfer of turnover taxes imposed on agricultu-

ral inputs to the agrarian sector, in particular from the return-

ing of tax imposed on gas oil to the agricultural producers

(which is a practice in several countries and which has been a

practice formerly in Hungary, too), amore proportionate rela-

tion could be created between the volumes of subsidy and produc-

tion.

- The most considerable amount of even several ten billion

forints could be gained from turnover taxes and excise duties

imposed on foodstuffs and consumer's articles, especially if

the General sales Tax is extended to foodstuffs as well.

- Nevertheless, we would disapprove of further re-group-

ing of supports granted to regions of handicapped situation for

this purpose since this contradicts both the practice in the

ЕС and the GATT-principles and the general economic considera-

tions.

Based upon the aforegoing, we are - accordingly - of the

opinion that the economic participants in the agrarian sphere

should as well contribute to generating the funds, either mak-

*After all, this would also affect the budget, in form of re-
venues missed, but it would make clear that the agrarian sec-
tor "produces" the pecuniary resources of subsidies "by it-
self". Thus it would stimulate the economical management of
expenses and the mitigation of the inclination to impose taxes,
as well.
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ing the extent of this appropriately proportionate or connecting
same with the volume of the generation of resources by the state
and by the consumers. With regard to income relations prevailing
nowadays, this can be foreseen to be implemented out of paying
in from income before taxes only. It is not only desirable but
it would as well be of favourable effect if security funds (e.g.
income risk fund) could ьe generated in the same way, even on
voluntary basis. Given the rëntability relations of production
today, it would not be realistic to assume that - this way - a
rapid and high-rate income reserves would be achieved, in fact,
it is much more to be expected that the amounts paid in by the
producers can reach more considerable volumes only in the long
run, being well behind the pace deemed necessary.

3. 1•iajor international experience regarding 
agrarian market regulations

The markets of agricultural products - more or less differ-
ing from the general regulation - are regulated, in fact, by
every country of developed economy separately. The outsets of
interventions, i.e. those of guiding in between limits, can
generally attributed to solving a crisis. There present schemes
developed in a wide range and co-ordinated, being of unamiguous-
1y preventive intention reflect the result of experience gained
during over half a century. The basic objective is simple: to
stabilize (eventually support) the position (incoгLю) of agricul-
tural producers via establishing 'more secure conditions (quan-
tity, price) of sale.

The practice means the regulation of the production and
sales of clearly identified products, thus the number and nature
of products (cropland products, garden- or animal-derived pro-
ducts, products of homogenous or differentiated quality, stor-
able or perishable products etc.) involved in the market reru-
lation- is of decisive importance. Namely, these differences
have a strong effect on the income and sales security of agri-
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cultural producers but largely determine the limits of the scope
of regulation, its financing and operation too, in fact, the ap-
plied regulating factors as well. Though,. the number of these is
not significant but, to the international experience, a great
nu oer of combinations and application methods is available . Both
factors, i., e . the scope of products regulated in the framework of
the market., regulation and the regulating factors (their combing-
tion and the ,attached institution system) depend on the develop-
edness, nati.оna1 economic and agrarian resources, legal order,
market participants, institution system of the country applying
same. For this very reason, it is not possible to adapt the mar-
ket regulations as a recipe; only the pragmatic application of
solution elements is possible.

~iarkеt;orders (market regulations) apply, in genera, to
cropland mass, and to the most important animal-derived products.
Most examples: are available, all over the world, in respect of

wheat and щilk, providing the greatest security based upon sub
sidizing hythe state, to a smaller or greater extent. A prac-

tical reason for this - in addition to its decisive importance
in terms of ̀.agricultural income - is constituted by the fact

that the sales, storage and processing measures becoming neces-
sary can be managed better than in case of perishable products
or of those marketable in a small market segnent only. The other

tarket regulations, in particular the market regulation for

Leeaer grains, are less strict and this is even more character-

istic of oil seeds, slaughter cattle and slaughter pig. In res-

pect of poultry, fruits, vegetables the availability of compre-

hensive market orders is exceptional only and the regulation of
a

the market of these products is within the scope of activity of

the smaller or larger organizations of those concerned which ac-

tivity, however, is - in most cases - fostered and stimulated by

the state. For instance, the more moderate regulation of pig and

poultry markets is made possible by the stricter market order of

feeder grains etc. The processed products belong to the frame-

work of market orders in a limited number only; these are mostly
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mass products (raw. meat, butter, milk powder, tomato concentrate,
table wine). However, in the recent period, the vertical exten-
sion of market orders can be experienced, mainly in the ЕC and
more and more food industrial regulations have been published.

The market regulations may relate to domestic and foreign
trade and obligatory ( production quotas, prescribed by the state
or by producers' amalgamations, fixed prices, interventions, ex-
port subsidies, custoыs duties, import cream-off etc.) or facul-
tative in whole or in part. In the latter case, the undertaking
of them is stimulated by receiving certain benefits (e.g. a
higher price, more secure sales etc in the case of limiting
or reducing the production) . A peculiar and frequent form is
the amalgamation, of those concerned, in co-operatives, i.e. the
transfer of operating the market regulations to the co-operatives,
The combinations in respect of applying regulations concerning
foreign relations represent a great number. Yet, it can be men-
tioned as a typical fact that - in the case of a significant
and permanent import - the domestic market is regulated (stabi-.
lized or subsidized), as a "cheap solution", by limiting the im-
ports. Nevertheless, considerable fund is required for stabiliz-
ing the domestic market, based upon upkeeping or establishing
the interest in exports, which is based. on.an intervention
andior export subsidy. Recently, the so-called income supple-
menting subsidies have again become due, rendering the upkeep-
ing of producer's income possible, by way of subsidizing, with-
out stimulating the production.

At present, considerable state funds are everywhere uti-
lized for stabilizing the market. The funds and resources com-
pensating the favourable or unfavourable sales periods, respec-
tively, have failed to operate one after another as their re-
sources have not been sufficient for covering the subsidies. In
practice, the re-grouping the resources available for the va-
rious products is not possible either, therefore the contribu
tion by the state to the stabilization of market orders con-
tinues to be indispensable. The two major types of state sub-
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sidy are the allocation of budget provision (USA and that of

customs duties and cream-offs. These methods are, in most cases,

combined and resources supplemented by financing by the pro-

ducers are operated

The experience, whereas the efficfency of market orders

mainly.depends on whether those concerned accept the information

constituted by the regulation and if they enforce same in their

short- and medium-term decisions, is very important. The clear

identification of products involved in the market regulation

and the unambiguous clarification of operational conditions, me-

chanisms, automatisms, intervention and decision possibilities

or duties constitute a precondition to that those concerned

identify themselves with the regulation. The market regulation

functions duly only if all details are regulated, if those made

liable to make decisions are appointed, if full publicity, cal-

culable operation and accessibility 'are provided. Ti foreign ex-

perience, the modifications becoming necessary at regular in-

tervals are fully natural but the date and way of such modifi-

cations have to be prescribed, too. ( In the USA, a 5-year ske-

leton law, in the ЕС an annual price revision and exact pre-
scription are provided in respect of compulsory or permissive

amendments, based upon the market situation of the preceding

year) . 
.

In operating the market orders, the associations, business

federation of concerned producers etc. play everywhere a great

and growing part. The involvement of those concerned is not at

all formal; they take a significant part in respect of decision-

making, regulation, financing. nevertheless, considerable dif-

ferences exist in the field of establishing and operation of

business federations. In general, it can be stated that it is

advisable to amalgamate those concerned being homogenous. There

are, nevertheless, different solutions for creating such amal-

gamations by state support and/or setting; them up from below.

The clear situation of interest and full publicity are very im-
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portant in utilizing the resources of market orders. The re-
grouping in financing the different products has just to be
prohibited in order to.preserve the confidence of producers.
The controllers of this and of generating and utilizing the
resources are the groupings representing homogenous producer's
interests.
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II. FUNCTIOî1s OF TIE REGULATION

1. The domestic price regulation 

In developing the price system of the agrarian market regu-

lation, two types of basic decisions are essential:

- As market regulations of different strictness are reason-

able for the different product groups (and, accordingly, we can

speak about regulated, influenced and free markets) , different

tasks are to be completed in terms of the state's role in deter-

mining or influencing the prices, too. To these tasks, different.

price mechanisms have to be attached. Thus, the decision is meant

for identifying the product groups and regulation forms.

- On the other hand, in the price system of the market eco-

nomy, price categories differring from the former ones are neces-

sary, too, and the price mechanisms to be attached to the dif-

ferent product groups, different price categories are aplicaзle.

Thus, decision has to be made on the role of price categories

that might come into question, in the regulation forms of dif-

ferent strictness.

In making such two types of decisions, the objectives (e.g.

the stimulation of exports) of the national economy and the di-

rect goals of establishing the market regulation (e.g. regula-

tion of supply, upkeeping of market balance, the approach to

the system of the EC, the stabilization of producer's and con

suuuer's prices) have to be taken into consideration alike.

At the same time, we have to emphasize that the develop-

ment of the price system of market regulation cannot be made

independent from the regulation of foreign trade ( from the

scheme of export subsidies, import customs duties and cream-

offs), and from the scheme of intervention by the state either.

It. is typical of thé regulated markets that, in the case

of the products concerned, the co-ordination of interests, the

domestic price guarantee, the intervention and the regulation
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of foreign trade by the state are enforced alike. The regulation
reduces the changing interval of the current domestic market
price and keeps same in between the limits deemed desirable, by
determining and enforcing a minimum price (the guaranteed. or
intervention price and 'a maximum price ( ceiling price) . Thus it
protects the producers and consumers (users) against the deve-
lopment of too low or too high prices. Consequently, the nego-
tiations on co-ordinating the producer's and consumer's interests
can be attached to the determination of these price categories.
All this can, technically, be carried out in two ways. On the
one hand, by fixing the minimum and maximum prices or by deter-
mining a guiding price and the minimum and maximum price may
deviate therefrom to a prescribed extent (e.g. by ± 10 to 15 per
cent). It is, at the same time, reasonable to adjust the chang-
ing interval of thé domestic price to the world market prices
as well. In Hungary, in respect of export stimulation, a situa-
tion would be favourable whereas the intervention price should
only approximate the export price increased by the subsidy but
it possibly should not exceed same. Nevertheless, in order to
prevent the undesirable effects (violating the interests of
producers seriously) of the import competition or at least to
brake same, the import price increased by the customs duty and
cream-off (the so-called threshold price) should exceed the do-
mestic ceiling price by a small amount.

In the case of the influenced markets, only one price cate-
gory, i.e. the guiding price would be determined, instead of the
two prices setting lower and upper limits. Its function would be
to render information and it would mainly try to influence the
price level. Therefore, to this regulation form, neither a price
guarantee nor an autoшatic intervention icy the state woulâ be
attached (unless, at most, an ad hoc action taken by the state
for utilizing the product overplus). Nevertheless, the interest
co-ordinating negotiations and the product councils may operate
price guarantees financed by own resources. As for the regula-
tion of foreign trade, both the role of the state and of pro-
ducer's associations are of equal importance.
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In the case of free markets, the level and changing inter-

val of domestic prices will only be determined by the develop-

ment of the supply and demand in the market. in this case, only

the regulation of foreign trade by the state (the extent of ex-

port stirLlulation and the intensity of competition in imports)

exert certain influence on the development of domestic prices,

however, it is not excluded in this instance either that the

participants in the market assume market-stabilizing solutions

by themselves.

Taking the various aspects into account, the following re-

gulation forms may be suggested in respect of major products:

- regulated markets: for cereals, slaughter cattle and

milk,

- influenced markets: for slaughter pig and wine,

- free markets: e.g. for vegetables and fruits,

vegetable oil.

Based upon the practice irs the EC, it would be sufficient

to set the minimum and maximum prices, as well as the guiding

prices once in a year. To this frequency, the process of co-

ordinating the interests could be well attached. At the same

time, it might be necessary to some regulation, partly in res-

pect of the factors of changing from year to year which are to

be considered and of the possibility of interim differentiation

as well. As regards the former, factors may be allowed for such

as world market prices, the trend of inflation or production

cost, whereas, concerning the latter, the interim prices .dif-

ferences justified  by storage, price development in the domes-

tic stock Exchange and the seasonality of supply.

In the course of developing the price system, the govern-

ment has important, initiative (co-ordinating and financially

establishing) tasks to be. completed especially in respect of

quality regulation (observation of standards), of operating the

state intervention, of regulating the foreign trade (mainly of
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establishing new customs tariffs and export subsidies) and of
the safeguarding of interest (of cost calculation related to
products, of establishing and operating an appropriate informa-
tion system) .

2. The market intervention 

The objective of the market intervention is to upkeep the
balance between domestic demand and supply in the market of thé
respective products and thereby to create a certain level of se-
curity in respect to the income of agricultural producers. The
intervention is an instrument to influence the supply which
- in case of overproduction - comprises two activities. The one
is the ( final or transitory) withdrawal of commodity from the
market or. the limitation of supply in another manner, whereas
the other one is the utilization of commodity withdrawn from
the market, differing in time and space. In the case of a high
rate of lack of supply, however, an intervention of reversed
direction might as well be necessary. This may be of particular
importance in the mitigation of shortage in seed andrnultiplying ria-
terial, in the elimination.of transitory market disturbances in
respect of basic food articles and, in optimum case, in prevent-
ing such disturbances.

The intervention may be

self-regulation of the given

ian market regulation should

as well allow the latter, in

supports same.

implemented in

vertical

state form or in the

system as well. The agrar-

regulate the former but it

fact, it is reasonable for

should

it to

On selecting the product line involved in the intervention
or the state or self-regulating form, the nature of the product
may not be disregarded:

- its importance in the production

(how wide producer's circle it affects) ,
- how export-oriented the product is,

- whether it can be stockpiled or whether an alter-
native method of use is feasible.
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Therefore, the methods of establishing harmony between de-

mand and supply are specific to products, thus an only interven-

tion form or solution cannot be reconunended for the Hungarian

market regulation to be introduced either.

In the case of products that can be stockpiled for a longer

period, the intervention may imply the purchase of a determined

quantity of products or the retarding 
of its entering the mar-

ket. In the former case, the costs of storage until marketabi-

lity and the costs of full purchase have to be covered out of

intervention resource, a part of which returns upon the immedi-

ate or later sale of the product in the market (foreign or do-

mestic alike). In the simplified form of this, ho stockpiling by

the state is attached to the intervention but the state bears

the private stockpiling costs of the entrepreneurs undertaking

this voluntarily or under pressure.

In the case of products that cannot be stockpiled for a

longer period, the intervention may be targeted at:

-- financing the difference between the foreign or domestic

market price, including or excluding purchase,

- the purchase of the product and,its final withdrawal.

from the market. In this latter case, the whole product value

has to be financed at the intervention price, and

finally, the creation of pecuniary resources of alter-

native possibilities of utilization.

As regards the method of the intervention, the following

main versions are available:

- fully automatic, i.e. in case the market price drops to

below the intervention price level, purchase operations are auto-

matically launched at this price. Now the intervention is un

limited in terms of time and it is not bound to any special qua-

lity гес uirements either;

- automatic but limited in terms of time;
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- automatic but at a price level lower than the announced
basic price. Now the price level depends on the quantity of com-
modities offered for intervention, on the total volume of crop,
on tиe bids if there is tendering or on other stipulations:

- automatic but it is enforced till a certain stock level
is reached;

- automatic but in certain quality categories only and a:'
differentiated price by categories; .

- only that producer may receive intervention who has con-
cluded a contract and previously and voluntarily subjес еd

1

 him-
self to certain measures, thus the circle of producers is lim-
ited.

An intervention purchase may be carried out by intervention
organizations, by trading organizations (on commission basis) ,
by producer's organizations or by the producers themselves using
their own storage facilities or against a subsidy, respectively.
We note that this solution involves less expenses to be financed
out. of the budget than any other mentioned hereabove.

In Hungary, the initial steps have been taken for introduc-
ing the intervention scheme, these, however, are solutions re-
lated to crisis management. In the framework of the agrarian
market regulation it will be important to clearly indicate the
products involved in the intervention, to allow those concerned
to learn the scheme, to allow the scheme to function automati-
cally, i.e. in a manner calculable in advance, needing no re-
peated (individual) decision-making. The strict specialization
in products, the exclusion of regrouping the financing funds
to other products or for other purposes and the full publicity
in this field ire very important. It is necessary to (periodi-
cally) identify the price level requiring intervention, to al-
lot funds to the operating organization, to be informed about
the available storage facilities etc.
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The application of state intervention is advisable in a

very limited circle only, mainly for products belonging to

the product group subject to strict regulation. More specifi-
cally, it is reasonable in sectors where

- there is a production cycle in .which the timely

adjustment to the market fluctuation is not

feasible,

- national economy interests are attached to the

stabilization of sectoral positions (in respect

of both domestic supply and export revenues).

We propose a market regulation connected with interven-
tion in respect to cereals and, more specifically, to bread-
grains and we suggest a preventive intervention for wine. As

regards the other produces, such as the vegetable oil produc-
tion, the potato, tobacco and sugar, furthermore in thefruit-
vegetables sector, we propose no state intervention, which

does not, at all, exclude the voluntary intervention of pro-
duct ranges, created by own resources, however nit guaranteed
by the state.

:- As for the range of animal-derived products, the influenc-
ing of milk and slaughter cattle production by way of inter-
vention can be mentioned. In the milk sector, the intervention
serves for stabilizing the production bases of domestic con-
sumption, whereas the regulation of the market of slaughter

cattle, wine and slaughter pig by occasional intervention.cor-
relates mostly with the upkéеping of export commodity stocks
and with their eventual subsidizing. State intervention is ad-
visable to be applied in the range of products of determined

quality.

For carrying out the intervention, appropriate organiza-

tional, infrastructural and technical conditions have to be

created since, without them, the intervention is not function-
al and, thus, in the case of its announcement and of its

might-be unsuccess, the regulation itself would become ciuеs-
tionable.
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3. ihe competition regulation 

Parallel to the establishing and organizational restruc-
turing of the agrarian market furthermore to the liberaliza-
tion of regulating and licensing the foreign trade, competi-
tion will increase in the Hungarian agricultural sphere, as
well.

From the point of view of agrarian market regulation, it
is a key quéstion how much the general regulation of competi-
tion should relate the agricultural products, too. It is, of
course, reasonable to support the evolvement ôf competition
also in the fields of agriculture and food industry. This is
in the common interest of the producer, processor, trader and
consumer, especially in the long run. However, the agricultu-
ral products. are products with an increased risk in respect of
both production and market to an extent whereas they should
not be directly subjected not only to the economic effect but
to the effect of the free competition either, which are
strongly affected also by the unavoidable natural effects, on
the other hand, due to the peculiar nature of the participants
in the market, the general regulation of competition cannot be
enforced automatically in their case. In a developed market
economy, too, it is a generally accepted practice that the ag-
ricultural products constitute, in certain aspect, an excep-
tion to the general rules of competition regulation.

It is especially reasonable to consider the application
of exceptions to the general competition regulation in respect
of indigenous agricultural products, in the case of:

- vertical agreements,

- cartellization, co-ordinated behaviour of compe-
titors ( incl . allying) ,

- reducing the production, withdrawal of commodity
stocks from the market.
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0f course, an autoыatic exemption from the regulation of
competition of agricultural products for every situation but,
in the developed market economies, a separate organization de-
cides whether, in certain cases, it should be enforced and how.
By all means, this conflict between the regulation of competi-
tion and the agrarian regulation has to be resolved.

In this present, undeveloped stage, the solution can be
recommended whereas the Act LXXXVI of 1990 on the prohibition
of unfair market attitude should be complemented by a paragraph
that authorizes the i~inister. of Agriculture to license - in ag-
reement with the Economic Competition Agency - the conclusion
of vertical arrangements in order to regulate the production of
agricultural products. The agreements made in the product coun-
cils are to be consideral as being such arrangements as well.

The number, trait, market force position, competitive posi-
tion and ownership and interest relations of participants in

the Hungarian agrarian market are undergoing basic changes. Now
we are just at the beginning of this process and this transfor-
mation will take place as many as several years. This advises

us whereas it would not be appropriate to develop the agrarian

market regulation affecting the market attitude of the agrarian

and foodstuff markets' participants, having an effect on the

volume, structure and export-orientedness of agricultural pro-

duction and a competition regulation co-ordinated therewith (or

just comprising the exceptions thereto) as an enclosed scheme

but it is advisable to develop a flexible framework regulation

adjusting itself to the market conditions which would allow the

adjustment to new situation and the free admission of new par-

ticipants entering the market alike. To this, the following are

indispensable:

- a market easy to survey,

- establishment of the network of wholesale markets

and further urging of establishing agrarian

Stock Exchange centres,
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- the development of an information system serving
for the operation of all these.

4. The regulation of agrarian foreign trade 

The fact that all essential agricultural and food indus-
tiral products belong to the category subject to license, in
terms of both exports and imports, significantly determines
the possibility of functioning the agrarian market regulation
in the field of foreign trade. For this very reason, it is to
be considered whether the licensing of foreign trade distribu-
tion of agrarian and food industrial products should rather
take place in the framework of agrarian market regulation.
This seems to be a feasible solution to enforcing the sector-
al pecularities in the foreign trade. 0f course, this approach
makes the enforcement of foreign trade relation aspects more
difficult. Should we decide either this way or that way, it
would be advisable to achieve that the number of products
subject to licensing should decrease in the agrarian sector.

In reducing the range of products subject to licensing,
the basic principles might be as follows:

- the products under strict market regulation should by
all means remain in the circle of products subject to licens-
ing, in respect of both export and iniports,

- it is also advisable to keep the export articles not
belonging to the previously ыentioned range but being subsi-
dized, in the list of products subject to licensing and, in
terms of imports, also those products that import cream-off
is (or might be) imposed on,

- in the case of products representing a considerable
share in the exports to ЕС countries, it is as well reason-
able to preserve the nature of being subjected to licensing,
mainly due to the fact that we can Meet our commitments as-
sumed by us "voluntarily" for regulating the exports meant
to ЕС countries, .
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those products that belong to. the "guiding price"

(informative price) category might be the subject of occasion-

al consideration,

- the products belonging to none of the categories should

not be required to be subject to licensing.

Along with the development of the agrarian market regula-

tion, the export subsidizing scheme needs further upgrading,

too. During the transformation, the organization-neutrality of

the present scheme has to be maintained. As regards product-

-neutrality, there might be preferred, more or less subsidiz-

ed products, however, between much smaller limits than those

existing.

Also allowing for the expected international changes, it

is advisable to transform our export, subsidizing scheme so

that it will be functional in a comparatively long run, simi-

lar to the scheme of the European Community and also allowing

for the prescription of GATT.

As for the new subsidizing schешё, we can consider three
solution versions and the combination of these, respectively.

The development of combinations should be subjected to the op-

timum production and export structure serving agrarian and

trade policy objectives and it is to be considered that cer-

tain disadvantages might arise whichever solution is chosen.

- The one feasible solution is that the producers should

automatically receive the,total value of the difference be-

tween the current world market price and the domestic price

being higher than that, by right of export subsidy. This

scheme, of course, can only be imagined in a very limited

circle of products, mainly in respect of products regulated

strictly in the framework of agrarian market regulation. In

the range of products that can be granted automatic export

subsidizing, if the world market price is higher than the

domestic price, export cream-off shall be applied which is

to be imposed on the pre-determined share of the price dif-
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ference. Nevertheless, we think that, in the case of the Hunga-
rian agriculture, the open-approach (such as in the case of
the present cereals exports) and the hidden type export taxa-
tion (if the domestic producer's price is lower than the for-
eign market price) is reasonable in a limited product range
only.

- The other possible option is the subsidizing of exports
to a percentual rate which is similar to the present scheme.
The advantage of this is the organization-neutrality which,
however, implies certain disadvantages as well, whereas most
part of the agrarian foreign trade is conducted by some 'large
foreign trade companies.

- The third option is the fix-amount subsidy scheme we
propose to be introduced in respect of a wider range of pro-
ducts. It is advisable to attach a determined product volume
to the fixed subsidy amount which - in case of a volume ex-
ceeding it - would be connected with a gradual degressivity
and7or with the issuance of a tender invitation.

As regards the fix-amount subsidy scheme, the organizâ-
tion-neutrality should be a very strict criterion.WWe may
disregard the product neutrality but the differentiation ac-
cording to target countries is reasonable. In such a scheme,
the budget expenditures can be planned more easily and the
producer can better adjust themselves to the annually pre-
-announced conditions that do not change during the year as
well.

Also, the regulation of the agrarian imports has to be
connected with the agrarian market regulation. Namely, in ad-
dition to the import liberalization, the appropriate customs
system and cream-off will, in future, serve for protecting
the indigenous producers. The governmental decree on the im-
port quota of consumer's articles and the way of its announce-
ment, respectively, is similar to the system usual in the de-
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veloped market economies. Nevertheless, the further liberaliza-

tion of the imports is feasible in respect of certаir commodi-

ties only as the Hungarian agriculture and food industry (es-

pecially in terms of background industry and infrastructure)

will not be in a sufficiently strong competitive position in

the long run either. Therefore, the libérаlization should only

take place in a very careful and co-ordinated manner, with the

simultaneous consideration of the agrarian foreign economic

interests. Namely, failing to do so would violate not only

and maybe not mainly producer's interests but, considering a

longer run, rather consumer's interests.
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III. INSTITUTIОЫАL sYSTEјi
.
We have to develop and upgrade the institutional system

necessary for operating the agrarian market regulation with a
high grade of circumspection, gradually, by making use of ex-
perience and the Govérnment has, with due tact and stimulation,
to foster the foundation of organizations ;used upon self-
organizing which develop with interruptions and slower than
necessary, in lack of due experience and pecuniary resource,
which are meant to represent the economic participants in the
market. The present situation is made largely difficult by
the fact that - mostly but not exclusively - in addition or
following the transforгL аtion of ownership relations, the enter-
prisP and plant organizations are undergoing a radical
transformation, re-alignment too, or they are just preparing
themselves for this. Therefore, it may be deemed natural that
the new system of farmers and their common institutions has
to be established at a time, so to say: in an iterative man-
ner and they have to be involved in organizing the market
scheme upon collective basis.

1. The Regulation Committee 

Theoretically, the following organization forms may come
into ruestion:

al The presently operating institution will remain in a
modernized form, i.e. the Committee consist of the delegates
of state organs (permanent members: Ministry of Agriculture,
Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry of International
Economic Relations, Ministry of Finance and the permantly
invited member is the Representative of the Economic and
Competition Agency) and of those of business federation or-
gans where everyone has an equal right to vote. This solu-
tion, of course, implies many conflicts but it creates the
possibility or compulsion of the co-operation among those
concerned, all along.
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In this way of co-operation, the most difficult question

is who might or should, at present, be the business federa-

tions . The state ( and the Ministry of Agriculture, respecti-

vely) is in a difficult position as, for the time being - and

expectedly still for a long period - one cannot assume with

complete certainty what are the actual power relations like

and how great forces ( economic background) are behind which

business federation. This issue will reliably be resolved by

the time passing by; namely, within several years, the ques-

tions still being open now will be crystallized and decided.

The number and composition of business federation organs

may, of course, be modified in accordance with the changing

relations. It would be desirable to achieve that a functional

organ having legitimacy in respect of decision-making, as soon

as possible.

bj The Committee may as well consist exclusively of the

representatives of state organs which takes its view prelimi-
narily and discuss the issue with the business federation sub-

sequently only. A great disadvantage of this functional method

is that it needs to discuss an already developed standpoint

again and, to the experience, it is very difficult to come to

a good agreement again.

An argument may be mentioned for this solution as well

that as the money necessary for the operation of the regula-

tion scheme is granted by the state, in fact the business fe-

deration organs have not much business in the process. This

argument is, however, rather inappropriate, namely, the money

owned by the state derives from the tax-payers - among them

the producers. If, however, it is so, the same rights are due

to the producers and to the producers' business federations

as the state organs.

c/ The Committee might as well consist of the representa-

tives of exclusively non-state organs if we consider the fact

that those being closest to the economic life are able to
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utilize the resources most efficiently and most reasonably. A
Committee comprising even 20 members (!) might as well come
into existence, with, the participation of basic material pro-
ducers, processors, traders, consumers, business federations,
associations etc. The number and sphere of participants might,
from time to time, bemodif ied in relation to the changes in
power relations, though this ,would not turn out to the bene-
fit of the work. (One should, unfortunately reckon with this
change in the present situation with great realty.)

In this solution method, it is sufficient if the state is
represented by only one person who, however, may exercise his
right of veto if a decision is unacceptable to the state.
( Such . a scheme is operating. in switz erland . ) This scheme, of
course, assumes already consolidated relations.*

Accordingly, numerous solutions can be imaginable, never-
theless, it is.not- advisable to establish a solution that is not.
based on the continuous co-operation among those concerned.
The identification of the objectives of agrarian policy and
the controlling of agrarian regulation constitute governmental
tasks. This task can, however, be completed only in close co
operation with the product councils, business federation and
other organs efficiently.

2. The product councils 

If we operate any regulation committee whatever, the pro-
duct councils (or sectoral associations) are indispensable and
they will play a greater and greater part in the process of
regulation.

*Out of the three options, the best solution is,.from the point
of view of both the state and the other parties concerned,
theoretically that if those concerned feel with good reason
that they direct-manage the processes by themselves and the
state is in the very comfortable position of playing the role
of the "lamp only.
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Their task was, at the beginning, to declare their opinion

on professional issues, to finalize the decisions made by the

Regulation CornInittee, to break down, allotting the quantitative

regulation etc.; later, in addition to the aforegoing, to take

over more and more state entitlements, to take a more and more

active part in regulating the product course*, to effect inter-

vention purchases, in managing the subsidies and cream-offs etc.

The product councils - being professional organizations - will

play a decisive part in observing and in procuring to observe

the quality requirements.

As regards the smoothest possible operation, the following

are to be taken into consideration:

- The state "should not twirl its thumbs" but it should

play an active role in the process of setting up the product

councils: it should stimulate, in fact, mostly in the case of

basic products, obligate those concerned to set up the product

councils. The state may prescribe, e.g., that the setting up of

product councils is, in certain sectors, compulsory (without

prescribing its concrete form) but the state could, at the same

time, prescribe that it is compulsory to join the product coun-

cil over a specified rate of thé volume of production or based

upon the crop land, number of livestock, product output, turn-

over etc. The Ministry of Agriculture may as well stimulate

the setting up of the product council by giving preference, in

the regulation, to the product courses having product councils,

based upon the fact that the one giving the money may as well

set the conditions and who assumes the obligation arising from

the regulation should benef it from same. (Otherwise,  the for-

eign  practice is based upon these principles.) Later on, when

the process functions well, the state might "leave" the pro-

duct councils "to themselves".

*E.g, in issuring the export and import licenses.
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- Only one product council or product association* should
function for each product course, otherwise the process will
become unmanageable.

- The state should accept a product council only which
represents more than '50 per cent of a product course.

- if the voluntary agreements of the participants in the
given product course extend to a comparatively large range
(here, 30 to 40 per cent is sufficient already), so the state
should extend the regulation to all participants.

- Instead of the uniform prescription, it should е left
to those concerned (producers, processors, distributors, con-
sumers) to what proportion they represent themselves in the
product council. +

The mass of small-scale producers should also be won
over to the cause of product councils. This is especially es-
sential in the case of vegetables, fruits, wine or pig, and
the appropriate form of representation , should be found as well.

3. The intervention organizations

In the ЕC, a very sophisticated, variegated, carefully es-
tablished institution system of intervention is functioning.
Nevertheless, the development and operation of such a scheme,
which is an extraordinarily time-consuming and expensive pro-
cess, may not even come into question in the present economic
situation. we also have to take into account that if we are ad-
mitted to the ЕC, we would then be compelled by the Community
*presumably, a product council will not be set up for each
product course but there will be product courses where a
federation or association will play the part of the product
council. Accordingly, the name is not important and one
need not insist on this either but all the more on the
other principles that should be enforced, whether a council
or a federation or association functions.
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anyway to adopt their institutions and if so, it would in all

probability grant a support to this. All this, however, does

not mean that we should not commence the modernization of our

existing institutions of this nature and the establishment of

such institutions, respectively. To this, however, it would

be advisable to utilize mostly external resources (the PH ARE-

programme, the World Bank's projects aiming at the moderni-

zation of trade, including the agrarian trade etc.).

We should prefer the most efficient and, at the same time,

cheapest solutions. Till we are obliged to apply the institu-

tional scheme of the Common нarkét, we can use, for interven-

tion, .

- the present institutions

stockpiling etc.,

serving for purchasing,

- the organizations set up or to be set up by the

Regulation Committee and/or product councils

and, first of all

- the scheme of tendering.*

In the latter case, anyone might bid for the completion

of the given intervention approach and the tender would be

won by that one offering the cheapest and most reasonable so-

lution. In this case, the bidders would partly unload a large

burden from the shoulders of the state, partly they could as

well enforce their own interests indeed. The state, of course,

would support actions of this kind, too (by compensating the

interest charges in part or in whole, by contributing to the

other costs etc.).

The establishment ana operation of the network of insti-

tutions - whatever simple solution it is about - cost the

state a lot of money. Later on, theoretically, the scheme may

become self-supporting, however, to achieve this, we should

adopt the practice of the LC - well before our admission!

*vIe may utilize these institutions, naturally in a modernized
form, after our admission to the LC, as well.
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Based upon the economic-strategic importance of food economy,
namely, a food economic fund should be generated out of a part
of revenues deriving from the food economic processes (e.g.
customs duties, taxes, cream-offs) which - among others -
could also finance the process of modernizing and upkeeping
the institutional scheme (for somewhat more details, refer to
chapter Iß'2) .

4. The business federations 

The establishment and operation of the agrarian market
regulation are not feasible without the involvement of the
widest possible range of those concerned, the business federa-
tions of basic material producers, processors, distributors,
consumers and products.

In the developed countries, the present representation of
interests is the result of a development of several decades.
While their tasks and functions are identical, their organiza-
tion systems still imply sevèral national traits. Despite the
difference in their organization, general (horizontal) and
extraordinarily specialized (vertical) product representations
operate. These are though self-supporting organizations but
they have very close, mostly institutional relations to one an-
other. The business federations have come into existence by
,building up from below, to a very different extent of contri-
-bution by the state. ~

To international experience, one of the most essential
instrument of the enforcement of interest relations is the
establishment of comparatively horLюgenous interest groups. It
is not sufficient to operate only large sized business fede-
rations though they apparently represent a great power as
they may wash the interest relations away and they are easier
to manipulate from above. also for this very reason, the es-
tablishment of the general and рroduct-based business fede-
ration scheme, the distribution of its sphere of tasks and
authority and its relation system are essential.
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In Hungary, the new scheme has to.be developed, establish-

ed based upon the existing business federation, though the

former (not full-range) business federation system has become

weaker, automized. and is facing occasional problems related

to its part to bе played, is now in the stage of transforma-

tion. The backbone of the safeguarding of interests might be

composed of variegated amalgamations ready and able to be

transformed. Though the trend of transformations is still un-

certain, it will be crуstal,lized over time. There is a stra-

tum (the private producers) the representation of which has

been unsolved so far and now this representation should now

be established.

The organization scheme of business federations would

mostly comply with the general objectives if the general

tasks related to safeguarding the interests would be complet-

ed by the regional and national business federations of the

producers, processors and distributors and their top-level

associations (which might as well have regional platforms for

discussion). Whereas, the interests of producers, processors

and distributors concerned in the individual vertical groups

would be represented in the various product councils by those

delegated by the general organization for safeguarding their

interests. The connection between the product councils and

the top-level federation of interest safeguarding may be es-

tablished partly through the delegates mentioned above, part-

ly through the Regulation Committee. In this Committee, the

functions of safeguarding the interests would be completed,

accordingly, by the top-level business fedération. Here and

in the product councils, the safeguarding of consumer's in-

terests would expectedly play a greater and greater part,

too.

The business federations should take part in preparing,

making the decisions and in the implementation alike.
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5. Product qualification,, standardization,
quality control 

In the period to come, the most important and urgent task
of the Hungarian economy - including the food economy - is the
adjustment to the rules, norms, prescriptions of the EC as soon
and as perfectly as possible. We should deal (or should have
dealt) with these issues even irrespective of our admission to
the Community as the EС has always been our important trade
partner. Such efforts should intensify, with regard to the in-
tention of association and admission, respectively.

The harmony between the state's and producer's (private)
tasks in terms of standardization, qualification and quality
control. The state may, of course, not renounce its direct-
ing the processes and setting the requirements; however, there
is no obstacle for the private sphere (producers, product
councils, federations etc.) to set requirements that are even
stricter than those set by the state. The product councils,
the professional federations have to play an important part
in observing and procuring to observe the quality prescrip-
tions.

In connection with quality regulation, first of all the
quality requirements concerning the agriculture-derived food
industrial raw materials and the products meant for consump-
tion in raw form should be formulated in the regulation which
are the basic conditions to their marketability. In such form,
the quality regulation may as well be applied as an instru-
ment of quantitative regulation.

The regulation should comprise those basic requirements
which are the parts of the international regulation norms con-
cerning foodstuff quality (e.g. the statutory rules, the di-
rectives) and which relate to the identification of the com-
mercial quality of commodities, to their quality requirements.
The international norms prescribe, in correlation with healthy
nutrition, the strictest requirements that, in most cases bas-
ed upon the г;C directives, in international laws.
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To this group, first of all, the provisions concerning

agent remainders - on the permitted extent of pesticides, anti-

biotics, certain heavy metals (mercury) - which are strictly

to be allowed for in the regulation.

Another basic condition to distributing the agricultural

products is that their quality should be easy to identify.

The product standards serves for this purpose. In the bilate-
ral and multilateral trade, the parties concerned may, of

course, agree upon other quality requirements. The identifica-
tion of the product's commercial quality is especially neces-
sary at the time of intervention purchases and of introducing.

the products into the Produce Exchange, respectively.

In the former case, namely, the identification of quality
based upon standards is indispensable because it is reasonable
that the state extends the intervention to the range of pro-

ducts only which comply with the pre-described ( lower) quality
threshold and the Produce Exchange assumes the exact knowledge
of quality parameters from the outset.

In developing the standards, in addition to the basic

standards institutions, the product councils will play a sig-

nificant part, too. The quality certification and quality

control are important parts of quality regulation.

The quality certification is the task of the authority

and of the producer alike. From the point of view of the ex-
portation of agricultural products it need be emphasized the

importance of national quality certification which takes place
in accrediting laboratories complying with the international

standards.

i- In Hungary,. the quality control can be regarded as part-
ly solved only. In this field, one of the major problems is

• that this activity is conducted by organizations belonging to
. different supervisory organs ( 1Ls , KERI1l , NERT) ; even the
1 

,y foodstuff hygienic inspections belonging to the authority of

one ministry are not co-ordinated by one organ either. Thus,
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e.g., the vegetables purchased from the small-scale producers,
at present, are inspected by one organ of the uinistry of Ag-
riculture in respect of compliance with hygienic prescriptions
if vegetables are transported to a canning factory and another
organ inspects sane if the produce in question is sold by the
producers directly in the marketplace, as fresh vegetables or
fruit. In the latter case, there is hardly any inspection, .in
practice. .

The Ministry of Agriculture should co-ordinate the present
- occasionally articulated - organizations serving for protect-
ing the health and for sound nutrition to be an integrated sys-
tе . It would as well be advisable to provide the control of
quality as a commercial category, the identification of the
compliance with the standards and that of the deviations
therefrom by an organization belonging to under the supervision
of the Ministry of Agriculture.

6. Agrarian education and consulting 

An important conditions to the efficient operation of the
market economy are the trained workforce, the appropriate in-
formation base and the consultancy network mediating them for
coming into existence of which the regulating function of the
agrarian market regulation is necessary, as well.

a/ The domestic labour market will not honour either the
untrainedness or the disfunctional trainedness. Accordingly,
the development of the market economy, the changes in the re-
quirements necessitate the setting of new-type training ob-
jectives and the domiciliation of new vocational training
trends and forms.

In the framework of university education, the teaching of
such knowledge is necessary which allows the graduates to be
employed in fields such as production, research, consulting,
banking, public administration, trade, environmental protec-
tion etc. Inside the main directions of training, preference
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should be given to teaching bio-technology, bio-technics, en-

vironmental protection, product quality, farming, enterprising

and marketing and the acquirement of command of foreign lan-

guages.

In the training of agricultural skilled workers and in

the vocational training in form of secondary education alike,

the training of skill is to be improved. In the vocational

training, a quickest possible spreading of economic and market

knowledge has to be carried out and the re-training programmes

have to be launched in this spirit, also adjusted to the ex-

pected requiremèntѕ. It is also reasonable to upgrade, in

terms of both organization and content, the form of farmer

training courses serving for the thorough and continuous train-

ing of practising and future farmers, looking back on great

traditions.

b j The domestic consulting activity has so far followed

a practice based almost exclusively, upon focussing on large-

scale plants, technical profile and enterprising. It has not

been clarified till .now whether consulting is a state task or

entrepreneurial activity and it is not clear either how much

part the state should tame in operating the consulting system.

Although, the agrarian market regulation under preparation

may not be authorized to decide this, it is sure that the

foreign experience shows the existence of a consulting net-

work closely connected with the safeguarding of interests.

In countries with developed market economies, the con-

sulting and information systems were, at the outset, free-

-of-charge services and activities financed mainly by the

state, and they have been transformed into services against

fees, in part only. The state preferences cannot be indispen-

sable for the setting up of cioriiestic consulting systems

either. It is advisable to set up the consulting and infor-

mation bases so that they are integrated in the European sys-

tems and, the establishment of state-financed information
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bases and the preparation of experts should be regarded as the
first step of it.

Under our domestic conditions, the basic form of the con-
sulting activity implying general information may be the free-
-of-charge state consulting that will be transformable into a
service against payment, only parallel to the financial stabi-
lization of private farming. The situation is different in
respect of the special consulting activity that focuses on the
solution of concrete tasks (e.g. individual investment project,
concepts, concerning production technique, market etc.) where,
one has, of course, to pay for the services rendered.

7. The information system 

The efficiently operating regulation requires reliable and
regular information and an analysing-valuing apparatus. The in-
formation system should adjust itself to the gradually changing
economic environment (private producers, individual and family
enterprises, transforming co-operatives etc.).

As regards the regulation it is not advisable to establish
a self-contained, separated information system: the sub-system
of the regulation operates as a part of the agrarian informa-
tion system being also adjusted to the EC's system. To set up
the sub-system, one should rely on the already operating infor-
mation systems (the Ministry of Agriculture and its network of
institutions, other information sources: Central Statistical
Office, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of International Economic
Relations, other ministries, commercial-market organizations,
insurance and banking institutions, foreign data sources etc.)
sorting out the parallelities, supplementing it by the missing
information. The most efficient and, at the same time, cheapest
form of operating the information system should be found.

Theoretically, anyone may join the information system of
the regulation, anyone may obtain data - under predetermined
conditions - and supply data (incl. the producers and the
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business federation)* and anyone may establish optional sub-

systems, although taking care of that also the information re-

сuirements laid by the i~Ёinistry of Agriculture can always be
met.

As regards the agrarian market regulation, the information

system's maybe most essential element is the obtainment of in-

formation concerning production (mainly in respect of our agri-

culture's sectors and products of decisive importance) and

plant types (large-scale farms, small-scale commodity producing

farms, family farms) so that it may as well indicate the pro-

ducer's interest and intention of production. In this regard,

the most complete data base is owned by the statistical Eco-

nomic Analysing Centre of the uinistry of Agriculture, based

mostly upon data taken over from others and upon the own col-

lection of data .to a smaller extent. This data base- elimin-

ating the existing shortages of sample-taking - may be a good

basis, giving appropriate information to the regulation, on

the development of the domestic production. However, it is ne-

cessary that sectoral and regional analyses (studies) be pre-

pared by using the preliminary processings here and also using

other information - for .the purpose of agrarian market regula-

tion. The present capacity of the Statistical Economic Analys-

ing Centre is not sufficient for that, however, a closer and

regulated co-operation with the Research Institute for Agricul-

tural Economics seems advisable.
4

The technical conditions for operating the information

system are in part available even now. The limit to their ne-

cessary expansion - as it is the case in respect of operating

the whole system - is that who and out of what resource should
1

finance the system. Pecuniary resources should be established

to such activity conducted by ̀ several, separated organizations.

The situation is made still more difficult by the fact that the

organizations mentioned hereabove conduct other information-

*Accordinérly, information would flow in this system not only
in one direction.
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-analysing activity as well. Due to. the aforegoing, it seems to
be advisable if the basis of financing is the state and minis-
terial budgets complemented by other resources (such as the
PHARE-programme). And, the one requiring the services pays a
compensation for the. service-like information (mostly for pub-
lications, for the data processings, for the special market
services) .

In order to lay the foundation for making better deci-
sions, the state may, of.course, prescribe that only those
farmers may utilize the given regulation support who supply
appropriate inforraation to the market regulation institutions.
i'amely, the key issue of and condition to the market regulation
is the exact and updated information on the trend of prices, on
the actual size of production, on the parameters of the trade
in the Produce Exchange etc. The interventions may, namely, be
launched, in fact, be made automatic, if the market situation
requiring the intervention.cannot be doubtful. There are tech-
nical and organizational conditions to all this which should
be established and made functional well before introducing the
market regulation.
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IV. THE si;CТORAL PECULARI'TIEs GF

MARKET REGULATION

Both the domestic analyses and the foreign practical ex-

amples show that the general regulating principles of the mar-

ket assemble into numerous forms of solution, mainly depending

on what product's market it is about. Already in our study

presenting the EC's economy, we came to the conclusion that al-

most "so many products, so many markets are functioning" and

this stems from the physical pecularities of the product it-

self (storability - perishability), from its domestic and in-

ternational economic significance, from its level of its or-

ganizedness in terms of its participation in the economy etc.

For this reason, we decided to - as briefly as possible - pre-

sent the market of main agricultural products, the economic.

field and the problems that the regulation considering both

pecularities of the sector and the tasks and opportunities

related to the assumption of tasks by the state is designed

to regulate and influence.

We make attempt to answer the following questions, sector

by sector:

- what - closer or looser - market regulation do we deem

reasonable?

- what price and intervention system should belong to

this?

- what organizational and institutional system

would be necessary, respectively?

- how should the exports be treated?

- how should the imports be treated?

is or

- what safeguarding of consumer's interests should be

provided?

- should the development policy of the given sector be

influenced by the state and, if so, in what manner?
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We present the brief answers given, to the most important
questions, included in a separate matrix, as an appendix to
the Comprehensive study. We note that those described hеrеbelow
reflect the majority standpoint of the authors' collective,
under the individual professional responsibility of the Pro-
ject Responsible. It may occur this way that the recommenda-
tions included herein deviate, in some cases, from the indivi-
dual understanding, standpoint of the authors of background
studies, highlighting the interests of the specific sector in
an understandable manner which we respect and publish in ori-
ginal formulation there, however, also demonstrating tie pos-
sible differences of views.

1. The cereal  production

1/ To our standpoint, in the future, the scheme of a re-
gulated market, i.e. market regulation has to be developed in
the cereal production. This market regulation would directly ex-
tend to the bread-grain only which, however, by virtue of its.
key role, has an influence on the markets of the other cereal
as well. Thus, the market balance of the whole vertical scheme
can be achieved; in fact, due to the decisive role of the cereal
sector, it regulates the prices and markets of the products
of the fodder consuming livestock farming sectors to a certain
extent and guides same in between appropriate frames, respec-
tively.

In Hungary, the producer's price level of the cereal is
much lower than that of the Western European countries but,
in most years, it is also lower than the level of word market
prices. The reaching of the level of western countries will
not be possible in' the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the
key role of the sector justifies that we should mitigate the
risk of producers and, at the same time, we should as well
make indigenous cereal market better balапс d .
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2/ With the cereals (with the table-grains and feeder-

grains alike), we deem necessary to announce a guiding price

and a ceiling price generated out of this, whereas with the

bread-grain, in addition to them, to also announce an inter-

vention price. Among the bread-grains, for the wheat of В1

quality and better than that, a consistent intervention system

not changing within one economic year in terms of its rules

and extents has to be introduced and operated. The interven-

tion system:

- extending to the whole prgduct mass, may automatic,

reimbursing the producers for the amount by which the

market price decreases to under the announced inter-

vention price, .

- but this product mass might as well be limited and

now it will be reimbursed, bound to a certain volume,

the extent of the lacy in relation to the intervention

price.

The concrete form of the intervention may be

- the actual purchase of the offered product mass and

the financing of the storage of stocks withdrawn from

the market,

- interconnection of the intervention and the export

subsidy and the sale of the product in foreign markets,

- it may be as well be constituted by a combination of

the forms enlisted hereabove, co-ordinated gradually

to the respective quantities.

The condition to the operation of the intervention sys-

tem is the consistent application of quality criteria, in ad-

dition to that the state should have sufficient pecuniary re-

sources for announcing and applying the market regulation res-

pectively.

In possession of the experience related to the stricter

market regulation system operating in the case of bread-grain,
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later, if we would deem it necessary, the operation of a simi-
lar intervention system is imaginable for the maize, too. What
essential is that the outlined scheme assumes the application
of an intervention price constituting an actual guarantee for
which sufficient resources are necessary so that one of the
formulas described hereabove may be applied.

3/ In the cereal production, a product representation amа1 -
gamating the market participants of every level in the verti-
cal scheme is required. This can be implemented in the frame-
work of the cereal council for the setting up of which an invi-
tation has been made recently. The product council wifi have
a decisive role in preparing the decisions concerning the
whole sector but their more active participation is required
in the implementation of decisions. In addition to assisting
in developing the level of guiding prices, the operation of
the intervention may be the task of the product council even
in whole, creating and providing the pecuniary. resources.re-
quired to this, respectively.

4/ If we accept that the cereal belongs to the group of
products of regulated market, so the subjection of its for-
eign trade to licensing continues to be justified. This is
supported by our proposal on introducing the ceiling price
and on the cream-off attached thereto and also our recommen-
dation made for the imports.

In regulating the сerеl exports, we should take our com-
parative advantages into account the utilization of which is
braked mostly by a rather intensive support applied in the
case of our competitors. Therefore, it is necessary to in-
crease the chances of entering the market:

- by means of a comparatively small extent of support
even if the foreign market price exceeds the domestic price
but it does not surpass the ceiling price announced along
with the guiding price and the intervention price. Above
this, however, a cream-off of predetermined extent would
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take place. Thereby, the provision of meeting the domestic de-

mands can be created and the development of a seller's market,

the forcing up of domestic prices can be avoided;

- a whole or partial automatism (reimbursement for the

price difference) may be enforced in the export subsidy when

the foreign market price drops to below the domestic price.

This automatism is, due to the scheme, always launched in the

case of products involved in the intervention (for the product

mass limited by quality criteria, also in terms of quantity,

from the outset) .

5/ The present customs system of cereal provides due pro-

tection against the undesired imports as the domestic price

level does not exceed that of the foreign market. Nevertheless,

in future, with the increase in the domestic cereal price - which

is unavoidable - the customs tariffs might require amendment

and additional cream-off might as wéll become necessary.

6/ The price, intervention and foreign trade regulation

outlined hereabove also influences the consumer's market and

the safeguarding of consumers interests may be provided

through the product council.

7/ When developing the organized cereal market : supported by

state guarantees, the application of the strict quality stand-

ards is indispensable, as well as the establishment of the mar-

ket information chain, the solution of liquidity problems, the

setting up of an organization performing orientation and co-

ordination tasks, mediating and representing sectoral interests.

2. The sunflower-seed production 

1; The great importance of sunflower-seed production is in

'that the raw oil is one of our products exportable also in the

long run, promising long-lasting comparative advantages which

provides foreign exchange revenue of changing in relation, to

the changes in world market prices. Its market is not reason'-
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able to be limited but we should strongly adjust ourselves to
the export opportunities.

2/ We deem an orientation price necessary to be announced
by the product council with informative trait, without any ob-
ligation for the staté. The sector does not require any direct
state intervention. However, it is justified that the partici-
pants in the vertical scheme should create an intervention fund.
To this, a state assistance would be if such fund, in the case
of the favourable trend of world market prices, could be gen-
erated out of the export revenue, free of tax.

3/ The conclusion of contracts remains the basis of co-
ordinating the producer's and processor's phases. In such con-
tracts, agreements are made on the volume, quality, price etc.
of the sunflower-seed. The oil premium increasing progressive-
ly with the increase in the oil content of sunflower-seeds may
foster the co-ordination of interests, the increase in effi-
ciency. .

4/ The reason why the scheme of exports subject to li-
censing should continue to exist is that, due to the depressed
world market prices, the sector requires export subsidy. And
this is justified by the even perspectively important position
of the product, the observation of long-term interests, the
preservation of conditions of our remaining in the market, to
the fullest possible extent.

5-e/ The domestic market is featured by a keen import com-
petition in terms' of vegetable oil products (cooking-oil, mar-
garine). This, on the one nand, sets a limit to the domestic
price of products, whereas on the other hand, it allows a wide-
range assortment in the consumer's market and the supplement
of insufficient domestic production of sunflower-seed. If pri-
vatization starts, the assortment of products may expand with
the di-merger of factories, whereas with the involvement of
capital, the volume of margarine production may increase as
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well. Following this, it might as well be. necessary to set

appropriate limits to the imports.

7/ For keeping the export markets, it will, in future, be

indispensable to reduce the costs, to increase the rate ofVpro-

cessedness of the oil, to expand the storage capacity. It is in

the interest of the state to foster this.

3. The sugar beet production 

1/ The sugar is a very essential food article the price of

which is undergoing extreme changes in the world market. There-

fore - and also due to our existing resources - it is in our

interest as well to endeavour to base the supply on domestic

production. At present, however, we have a much bigger produc-

tive capacity than that and we have a more or less excessive

volume of products annually. Thus, today, the market regula-

tion alternative endeavouring to achieve a production comple-

tely meeting indigenous demands has a greater chance than the

alternative being also possible which allows an intensive im-

port liberalization and a more liberal competition and, ac-

cordingly, it does not by all means intend to meet the indi-

genous demands out of domestic production.

2/ In the case of a market order adjusted to the domestic

demands, it is the sugar Council that has to set a price - with

a small extent of contribution by the state - for a predeter-

mined volume of white sugar the guarantee of which may be es-

tablished by the Council's own resources. To this, it is worth-

while for the state to render an appropriate assistance by way

of supporting regulation factors (e.g. by way of licensing the

generation of tax-free funds). Nevertheless, the price of pro-

ducts exceeding this volume and meant for export is completely

liberal. However, if the export price exceeds the domestic

price, the compliance with indigenous demands is protected by

exports cream-off. The exports cream-off creates, at the same

time, a resource for the sugar Council and thus the "automo-
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tive" market regulation of the sector may become complete. The
price of sugar beet is determined on the basis of the white
sugar's price; the volume of production should as well be pre-
scribed by the product council (sugar Council) and it should
break it down, in one way or another, to the processors and,
indirectly, to the producers, respectively. The export-orient-
ed production may develop liberally, at the discretion of pro-
ducers and processors or according to the arrangement deter-
mined by the product council.

To the other market regulation alternative, the activity
of the individual participants in the vertical scheme is, in
the sugar market, regulated fully by the market competition.
It is essential that the prices, in both alternatives, duly
reflect the quality of the product and that they stimulate an
economic white sugar production.

3/ In the sugar Council, the participants of the sugar
market should take part in a proportion reflecting their im-
portance. The horizontal and vertical organizations should
alike be given opportunity for developing the concepts and de-
cisions.

4/ In the case of the first alternative, the exports are
subject to licensing, safeguarding the interests of domestic
consumers in a manner complying with the decision made by the
product council and with the fund of same. In the case of the
second alternative, there is no state control.

5/ In the first alternative, importation would take place
only in case of shortage in products. If a favourable foreign
market price is available, so - through cream-off - partly the
vertical scheme itself, partly the consumers would benefit
from this but its disadvantages - in addition to the high
prices - should be borne by the consumers. In the second al-
ternative, the burden of market fluctuation would still more
be imposed on the consumers as the imports develop liberally
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and, in such a case, the consumer's prices should be adjusted
to this, as well. Despite the present scheme of import licens-
ing and the protectionist customs tariff (80 per cent), it is
- due to the overproduction - to be expected that a part of
the sugar factories will become bankrupt as the exportation is
uneconomical. Should this be the case, so the superfluous ca-
pacities would cease, too. This, however, might be even of .
greater extent than desired if the customs tariff (based upon
the conformity with GATT) would be reduced.

6/ In addition to the institutional safeguarding of con-
sumer's interests, the representatives of the consumers should
also take an active part in the Sugar Council. Accordingly,
also consumer's aspects are to be enforced in developing an
appropriate production and import policy.

7/ The main trend of improving the sugar market depends
on the alternatives depicted hereabove.

4. The tobacco production 

1/ The market of the tobacco sector requires no direct
intervention by the state. In the multi-phase vertical scheme,
the resources necessary for the development of demand-supply
relations in the long run can be found.

2/ The guiding price of raw tobacco to be announced by

the product council should stimulate the production of tobacco
in sufficient quantity for the whole industry and of adequate
csuality and composition. This three aspects are indispensable
for the industry for the production of cigarettes of consis-
tently good quality. It is this sector where the greatest pos-
sibility is available of an almost immediately implementable
self-financing, by state licensing of supporting the genera-
tion of the requisite funds. .

3/ Inside the multi-phase vertical scheme, the product
councils should play a decisive part in co-ordinating the in-
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terests. The organization of product councils should be initiat-
ed by the sub-let producers who has been in contact with the
producers and factories so far, as well. In the product coun-
cil, all the three vertical stage should take an equal part.

4/ The domestic cigarettes are not competitive in the
world market. However, there would be opportunity for selling
fermented cigarettes in the foreign markets. By this, at least
the same foreign exchange revenue can be achieved as that suf-
ficient to cover the imports indispensable for the domestic
cigarette production. Nevertheless, our production of fer-
mented tobacco may only become competitive in the world market
by the modernization of fermenting, but there is an opportu-
nity for this, too.

5/ Our products are protected against the imported ar-
ticles by the import customs tariff of 80 to 90 per cent. In
future, the customs tariffs will decrease with the liberaliza-
tion of the imports, therefore the competitiveness of domestic
products should be increased.

6/ In order to safeguard the consumer's interests, strict-
er quality prescriptions should be required in respect of the
domestic products (lower nicotine, tar and carbon monoxide con-
tent).

?/ The tobacco industry provides an annual revenue of 20
to 25 billion Ft to the state budget. Yet, inside the vertical
scheme, the situation of raw tobacco production is critical
and the decreasing production does not allow to meet the basic
material requirement of the tobacco industry. This requires a,
correction and the demand of the tobacco industry for raw raa-
terial would be more reasonable to be based on the domestic
production. Thereby, we might as well create jobs in the tra
ditional tobacco producing regions facing depressing unemploy-
ment due to other reasons. For all this, the returning or
leaving an insignificant share of the revenue to and at the
production sphere would provide sufficient provision.
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5. The potato production 

. 1/ In the vertical scheme of potato, the processing plays

an insignificant part only. Most of the products gets, follow-

ing the agricultural production, through different distribu-

tion channels to the consumers. The co~isumption of own produc-

tion is of decisive significance as somewhat more than half of

the produced potato quantity turns into commodity only. The

consumption responds to the changes in the supply and prices

in a comparatively inflexible manner. The vertical scheme of

potato did not belong, formerly, to the directly regulated

group of products and its regulation by the state will not

be necessary either which, however, does not exclude the pos-

sibility of intervention in a very justified case. Neverthe-

less, it is worthwhile for the state to promote the potato

market's vertical organizations based upon self-regulation

and self-organization.

2/ The prices of products - seed-potato and table-potato

alike - are formed freely, differentiated according to quality

by the market effects.

3/ In addition to the general organizations for safeguard-

ing the interests, existing in the food economy, a rectoral

organization would be appropriate and have the chance for safe-

guarding more specific interests, for preventing unfavourable.

market effects. The groups of vertical interest, coming into

existence by way of self-organization, may have a favourable

influence on stimulating the market competition and on the

consumer's interest as well.

4-5/ The regulation of exports and imports, in addition

to the quality and plant health criteria is unnecessary. .

. 6/ In addition to the general safeguarding of consumer's

interests, the consumers form and also orient the market in

respect of quality, sort and price alike.

7/ No special development policy is required.
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6. The vègetables--fruit branch 

1/ To the basic principles 0f the agrarian market regula-
tion, as we detailed them, the vegetables and fruit market does
not belong to the market segments to be regulated. Thus, the
intervention based upbn budget resources can be imagined in
this field in a limited range only and no state interventions
targeting the restoration of market balance can be expected.

2/ Following the lack of state intervention, free prices
prevail in the trade of vegetables and fruits. The relation
between demand and supply can be identified by those concerned,
in relation to the trend of market prices and this should also
motivate their economic decisions. First of all - in respéct
of products produced in large volumes and bound to a specific
region which are also important in terms of exports, e.g. ap-
ple, red pepper, onion, tomato - the announcement of orienta-
tion prices might be reasonable.

3/ In influencing the vegetables and fruit branch- con-
sidering the small extent of involvement assumed by the state -
the product councils to be set up will be given a very impor-
tant role. The establishment of an information system, the de-
velopment;and operation of an informative price system, the de-
termination of quality parameters in relation to the prices,
the standardization, the regulation of the volume and composi-
tion of production, the financing of market interventions of
own sphere of authority etc. belong to their expected scope bf
responsibility. For the development of the aforementioned sys-
tems, time should be granted and, in the first years, the
costs of their operation should be supported (money should be
advanced to them) . We deem important to clarify, mainly the fol-
lowing issues:

- to what proportion should the producers, distributors,
processors and consumers be represented?

how can the masses of small-scale producers be won
over to this cause and what form of representation
would be suitable for them in the council?
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- should there be one or two (vegetables and fruit) coun-

cils, and if two, what should be the concrete form of

co-operation, due to the interdependence of the distri-

bution and processing spheres?

- what whould be the production- änd market regulating

mechanism like which treats the many sectoral vertical

schemes and what organization should they have?

4/ The state subsidy of exports will be necessary in the

future, too, but it is not the mass product exports that should

be preferred 'but the exports of specialities that can be sold

in the foreign markets at a good price. In order to protect the

quality of Hungarian commodities of good biological value,

acknowledged in the foreign markets, the observation of human

health prescriptions should be taken and checked strictly which

should be verified by means of certificates. For this reason,

the exportation of such products should not be undertaken

either. '

5/ The protection of domestic production would require a

more considered and stricter import regulation than that at pre-

sent. The instrument of this is the seasonally differentiated

import customs duty and the transitory ban on imports. In iden-

tifying the concrete instruments ana extents, one can rely upon

the proposals made by the product councils since these councils

come into existence by way of co-ordinating the interests of

producers, distributors and users.

6/ The safeguarding of interests of domestic consumers is

performed by three different institutions. The checking of the

observation of human health rules, which is a state responsi-

bility, may be unproved by an adequate laboratory network and

more frequent inspections. The product councils are also the

platforms of enforcing the consumers' interests where they can

lay their requirements against the producers and distributors

of a concrete group of cor~unodities . Finally, there is also the

horizontal interest-safeguarding organization of consumers as
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the most general platform for representing the interests.

7/ The so- called "preventive intervention', the long-term
influencing of production are required in the case of less
flexible sectors needing long-term investments. We•deent reason-
able to stimulate the plantation of some fruit species and
certain sorts, respectively, with the simultaneous, directed
cutting out of others - in compliance with the expected market
demands. Even more important are the production of virus-free
propagation material under state supervision, the support of
upkeeping and upgrading stock-plantations etc. The checking
of products to be introduced to the market, in respect of
foodstuff hygiene, and the respective stimulation require the
involvement of the state.

7. The grape-wine branch 

1/ In the frainework of the agrarian market regulation, it
is advisable to apply different systems of instruments for in-
fluencing the production and market of good-quality and table-
-wines. For the former one, the origin-protection system serves
which exerts it perspective effect by regulating the product
quality. As for table-wines, the overproduction imputable to
the loss of Eastern European markets- as it is about a plan-
tation culture - cannot be solved by only applying a short-
-term crisis management programme but one should be prepared
for a production- and market regulation in a longer run. This,
on the one hand, means the directed (supported) cutting out of
vine plantations suitable for making wines of poorer quality,
while - on the other hand - the absorption of the table-wine
oversupply by distilling.

2/ It is not the prices that play a main role in the
state-control of the wine sector. (The wine sector is diffe-
rent from the strictly regulated market segments in this re-
gard, as well). For those concerned in domestic and foreign
trade, the product council might announce orientation prices
of informative trait for the typical product categories.
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3/ The two foundation pillars of the origin-protection

system are the regulation of product categories and the region-

al regulation. Both sub-systems should fully co-operate: the

production region, thereby the rate of production regulation

(which may finally influence the value of the product as well)

of the products defined on the basis of analytical, economic

and ecological factors should be determined precisely. The re-

gional regulation also implies the development of micro-regions

and origin-protecting regions. For operating the origin-protect-

ing system, adequate institutions are necessary for which a

double requirement should be laid. On the one hand, they should

be developed at several levels (international, national and

regional levels), on the other hand, they should establish a

platform, simultaneously, for the state supervision and for en-

forcing the producer's interests. This duplicity - the separa-

tion and close co-operation of the state and producer's lines -

is the basis of the efficient operation of the system. The

state control may be represented by the central origin-protect-

ing institute and by its regional supervisors, whereas the pro-

ducer's side - by the product council (Wine Council) amalagamat-

ing all those conerned, in the vertical scheme, and by its re-

gional organizations, respectively. The Wine Council to be set

up, in addition to functioning as an organization for safe-

guarding producers' interests in terms of origin-protection,

might as well be the platform of safeguarding the sector's in-

terests. (These functions may as well be completed by a wine-

-growing community adjusted to the requirements of our time.)

The upkeeping of the wine qualifying network belongs to the

institutional system of the origin-protection which is, em-

phasizedly, a part of state supervision.

4/ In order to protect the quality and origin of wines,

it will, also in future, be advisable to subject the exports

and imports to a quality certificate. The state subsidy,of

wine exports is necessary till we establish the image of our

wines of good quality by applying a sell-functioning origin-
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-protection, and this is verified by their being sold in the
foreign market. at a price complying with their actual worth.

5/ The import of wine, for consumer's purpose, should be
restricted by sufficiently high import customs duties. An ex-
emption to this may be only the importation of improving and
colouring wines used in wine-making.

6/ Zihe interests of producers and consumers meet in res-
pect of absorbing the excessive amount of wine being of poor
quality and of improving the wine culture. To this, it would
bе reasonable to reduce the rate of the turnover and excise
taxes and, on the other hand, a wider quality range of the
domestic wine demand and the related price range should be de-
veloped. (A good basis is given to this by the scheme of ori-
gin-protection.)

7/ The influencing of plantation by the state and the
state subsidy of regions of unfavourable or -disadvantageous si-
tuation meet at many points and this relation should by all
means be deliberately strengthened.

S. The milk and slaughter cattle production

1/ Similar to the practice in developed countries, it is
reasonable to keep the milk and slaughter cattle production in
between regulated market limits so that the production provides
a normal living standard for the producers and a supply of suf-
ficient volume and adequate economicalness for the national
economy.

The elaboration 02 general rules requires the considera-
tion of the following:

how great is the population's effective demand for the
milk and beef?

- is it necessary to maintain the foreign currency earn-
ing position of slaughter cattle production and what
efficiency requirements should be met in order to pro-
vide this?
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- to what extent, can also indirect economic considerations

influence the production, such as reasons, requirements

in respect of land utilization, regional issues, employ-

ment, landscape and environment protection, respectively

(which can be regarded as typical in the international

practice)?

The cattle farming is not in a real competition position

and it is not expected to be in such position in future either.

The slow return on invested capital - due to biological condi-

tions - cannot be accelerated mostly by improving the effici-

ency, and the alternative utilization of the crop land servic-

ing this sector is strongly limited, too. These disadvantageous

factors can only be compensated by economic aid granted to thё
milk and slaughter cattle production, by restricting the spon-

taneous production-regulating effect which, no doubt, requires

sacrifices as well. It should also be taken into account that

the milk and slaughter cattle production is not able to be

quick enough to respond to the changes in the market. А good
asiѕ is provided for the regulation bу the several decades of

experience of the EC and of the developed, non-EC countries,

too.

In the market regulation to be developed, mainly the pro-

ûucer's circle should be protected in respect of earnings and

market which conducts the milk or slaughter cattle production

as a full-time job and with the involvement of a considerable

amount of capital, in compliance with the minimally expectable

efficiency requirements

For a continuous milk supply during the whole year, by

about 10 to 15 per cent more milk should necessarily be. pro-

duced than the total quantity required by the population. A

"overplus" of such extent is the condition to the normal func-

tioning of the milk and dairy product market. If the exports

of dairy products arising from this would not be economical,

so the deficit of the exports should be covered out of sub-

sidy.
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2/ The price in the market of milk and slaughter cattle
should provide a high-rate sales security and an acceptable in-
come in relation to the general economic situation.

Inside the price form fixed to a significant extent, we
propose the announcement of a guiding price for both products,
by the simultaneous application of an intervention price .
- making out a certain percentage of the guiding price - bound
to a determined quantity (in the case of milk, it might be dif-
ferentiated in time and eventually in respect of region, too)
and to strict quality criteria.

The intervention price tapes effect if the market price
would decrease, to a predetermined extent, to below the announc-
ed guiding price. The difference between the market and inter-
vention prices could be claimed, out of central resource, by
the processor and by the distributing organizations. Bу the
instruments of intervention, one should achieve that the milk
production be kept continuously in between desirable limits.
To achieve this, one should continuously purchase the гilk sup-
ply appearing as an overplus in the domestic market but not ex-
ceeding the quantity limit in the respective period. For the
milk volume exceeding the quantity limit, there is no state
guarantee of any kind. The intervention should solve the fol-
lowing financial problems:

- granting credit for purchasing the milk of determined
quantity and reimbursing for the interest charges to be paid
on the credits,.

- advancing money for the costs of processing and storage,

- reimbursing for the might-be price losses of exports.

It is advisable to commission the llilК Council with the
completion of the intervention.The price and sales security
granted y the intervention may only be reasonable in the milk
production by contract.
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In the case of the slaughter cattle, it is advisable to

carry out the intervention similar to. those described for the

milk, for the circle having a contract on production which

fully complies with the strict quality requirements. To our

present knowledge, the young fattened cattle complies with

this criterion, being able to meet the requirements of west-

ern exports. The concrete regulation is to be graded into

the sphere of the product council's responsibility. To this

circle, intervention purchase, price subsidy and export

price subsidy should be applied. An intervention would take

place if the decrease in the price would be considerable

(e.g. of 15 per cent) in relation to the guiding price. Its

completion should reasonably be carried out by the Neat

Council.

3/ In the milk and slaughter cattle production, at pre-

sent, no such volume of income arises which would constitute

an adequate interestedness for any participant of the verti-

cal scheme. A real integration could not be developed for

this reason and the relation between the producers and the

processors and traders heavy with tensions. An improvement

in merit will be possible only if the consumer's prices .of

milk and dairy products and good quality beef are raised.

This, at the same time is the condition to the improvement

of contractual discipline and to releasing the tensions be-

tween the market participants, as well. For the consolidation

of the situation of milk and slaughter cattle production, the

improvement o the safeguarding of interests is indispensible,

as well. The product councils endeavouring to develop co-on -

fated interests may constitute a peculiar form of safeguard-

ing the interests, more specifically, the Milk Council and

the Neat Council. These councils - as described under

the preceding point - will have a key role in developing the

prices, but mainly in performing the intervention bound to

quantity.
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4-5% In addition to the sales of unavoidably arising over-
pluses of only smaller volume, even if a quantitative regula-
tion is applied, it is not reasonable to subsidize the exports
of milk and dairy products. It is not advisable, either, to ex-
pect a milk import of significant volume, however, one need
not have fear for the sector of such possibility at all. Never-
theless, the EC's intervention sales may, some time, make the
imports of butter, cheese and milk powder attractive. The do-
mestic production should be protected against this by way of
imports cream-off.

In the case of beef and slaughter cattle, the situation
is, in part, different. The meat industry is interested in the
imports of cheap beef that can be purchased periodically. This
may, though, violate the interests of domestic producérs but
only if difficulties arising in sales in foreign markets are
inputable to this However, the sharply changing profitability
of exports and the sales problems arising regularly would make
reasonable that the producers can help themselves in eliminat-
ing such problems by applying more liberal basic training li-
cences than those at present.

6;' The milk and beef supplies have for years . been featur-
ed by local lack of supply, by poor assortment and by conti-
nuously objectionable quality. The most important task of the
safeguarding of consumer's interests is to provide a good qua-
lity and stable supply to the consumer.

7" The development concept of the sector is worthy of
promoting by state interventions, in a certain circle and in
specified cases, mainly by occasional purchasing of the breed-
ing stock and by its putting out for rearing, also stimulated.

9. ï hе slaughter pig production 

1j Both in the consumption by the population and in the
agricultural production and exports, the slaughter pig is of
decisive significance, requiring specific and particular
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treatment. The state regulation of its market should also be

performed with a view to the requirement for creating a

steady indigenous supply and keeping an eye on the more and

more urgent tasks to be completed in respect of improving

the quality.

The sector is export-oriented to a great extent and it is

of adequate quality but with a product being cheaper than so

far our chances in the market would be more favourable. To our

opinion, there is no need for a direct quantitative regulation

but the state should assume a certain orientation of producers.

The main reason for this is - in addition to the cyclic char-

acter typical of the pig sector; being,-in fact, rather mode-

rate in Hungary - that due to its high rate of export-orient-

edness, the producers cannot undertake the risk of the supply_'s

and demand's becoming frequently unbalanced. Accordingly, a

kind of state intervention is by all means necessary but

- due to the lack of sufficient resources - there is no real

chance for introducing the strict market regulation system.

A loosely influenced market may be procured to be enforced,

with a guidint price announced along with a determined qua-

lity.

2/ The guiding price should be developed so tht it

creates security only for those producing an adequate quality,

economically and, at the sa.ae time, it 5iоul3 not impose in-
executable tasks on the national economy. Its level could'be

bound to the aggregate аг'Юuлt of the world market prices and
of the normative export subsidy. And, the fluctuation of the

world market price - to the model of the ЕС - could, for in-
stance, be reduced by taking the average of the preceding

quarter of the year. The trend would, this way, also provide

an adequate guarantee but only for the producers producing

under contracts and for troséparticipating in the security

fund established voluntarily.
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3/ T1-ie basic requirement for operating the system is to
make the taking over of the final product according to its
quality.a general method, so that a real progress will be
achieved in the quality, the price guarantees constituting
the security of producers should be bound to a determined
quality (classes I and II).

To prevent the cyclic character frequently causing prob-
lems in the pig sector we deem the continuous upkeeping of a
hog stock of determined size and genetical base considerable.
To achieve' this, the product council should organize subsidiz-
ed actions occasionally of stimulating effect, when the breed-
er's fancy in the country declines, and otherwise, promoting
the sales of hogs. The most realistic option among the poten-
tial methods of intervention would be if the producer and the
state would jointly create and also operate the security fund,
allotting same jointly as well. As for the producers, the es-
tablishment of the security fund could be performed through
the integrator. An amount determined for this purpose should
be paid in and separated at the time of prosperity which
would serve for intervention at the time of recession.

The product council's responsibility, in addition to the
market regulation described herein so far, is to survey the
market opportunities in view of creating security for the pro-
ducers and also to take an active part in fodder management
co-ordinated with pork production.

4/ The Hungarian products, without export subsidy, are
not competitive with the subsidized products of the developed
countries in the world market. It is advisable to bind the
subsidy, in fact, the right to export too, to the purchase
of a basic raaterial of best possible quality and, at the
same time, to prefer the more economical exports.

5/ The importation of slaughter pig will, also in future,
take place probably in consequence of a transitory shortage
of product only, in order to maintain the balance of domestic
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supply and to preserve our exports markets. It is advisable to

complete the import -reexport transactions, even in addition to

the intention to keep the markets, with a view to economical-

ness.

6/ To our view, we should - in future - expect an increas-

ing flexibility of consumer's prices. In the case of the simul--

taneous, lasting decline of demand in the domestic and foreign

markets, an intervention in .the consumer's prices is possible

in future as well but it may take place not upon the initiative

of the state. but upon the initiative of the product council and

financed out of its fund.

7/ The vertical pig scheme belongs to the sectors in which

privatization can be expected more than the average of other

sectors. To this, more favourable credit opportunities than

those existing should be created.

10. The chicken meat production and 

goose breeding 

. 1/ Both .subj ect sectors,- in addition to meeting the con-

sidera:зle domestic demands completely - are unambiguously ex-

~ôrt-oriented. At the same time, in the world market of these

products, very depressed prices have developed due to very

strong subsidies the major exporters are given and to the im-

porters' economic and administrative measures making the im-

portation more difficult. This has reacted on our exports, too,

the decreasing subsidy of which has resulted in the regression

of production and in the intensification of disturbances in

the domestic market.

In the market of the product of broiler chicken and goose

breaii-ig (liver, feather, meat) , an intensive intervention by

the state is not possible but it is not necessary either. The

task to be cor~lрleted is to apply rules eliminating market dis-

turbances and ыeasures creating a balance between demand and

supply by means of state instruments and state instruments
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complementing other instruments at the time and in exceptional
cases when, in lack of. such actions,, a. severe loss would be
fall the producer's sector; accordingly, for absorbing the
short-term recession, for maintaining the existing market po-
sitions etc. .

2/ This can be achieved by the announcement of orientation
prices serving for a. realistic economic calculation. As a ba-
sis for this, the corn prices (being prices of major expendi-
ture) and the currently expectable foreign market prices may
be taken into account. It would be desirable if, based upon
these prices, lasting relations could develop in the indivi-
dual vertical product schemes and this, at the same time, would
constitute a certain price guarantee as well, for the producer
and processor alike.

3/ As, in the economic regulating system of the sector,
the relations between demand and supply are decisive; the res-
ponsibility and tasks of the product council (or the sectoral
product councils) to be set up are much over the average in the
field of price orientation, projection of prospérity, streng-
thening the integration ties and also in the field of estab-
lishing an intervention system developing, after all, of own
funds In the present situation, this necessitates not only an
initiative by the state but also a certain financial support
(at least, advancing money for resources) .

4/ The exports having a considerable share in the foréign
market revenues of the agrarian sector, can, at present, be
performed with subsidizing only. There would be a radical turn
in the situation if the customs tariffs and cream-offs in the
EC-markets would be mitigated, as well as the other restric-
tions concerning the exports to those markets. It is a key
issue that we should make a progress in this regard but - till
that time - the quality, hygienic conditions should be comple-
tely established which conditions are set as requirements for
our exports.
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5/ There is hardly any importation of these products and

it cannot be expected either till our chance for entering the

EC-markets expand. However, we should prepare ourselves for

that the liberalization being advantageous in respect of the

exhorts will also affect the imports, creating thereby hardër

and harder conditions regarding competition in the dorLlestic

market as well.

11. The egg production 

1/ This sector serves mostly for the domestic consumption..

Our table egg supply has been free of disturbance for decades

but the order of Egg distribution is rather unbalanced; there

is a considerable seasonal fluctuation. The efforts made by

the producers and distributors for avoiding the almost regu-

larly occurring "egg wars" have failed in most cases. It is,

however, true that the fluctuation of prices reaches a bal-

ance in a longer run, thus, after all, there are no definite

winners or losers There is, nevertheless, a concept whereas

the market regulation should literally "make order" in this

sector, too, in fact, they directly recommend the scheme of

quantitative regulation for establishing consolidated market

conditions both in the propagation and commodity production

sphere. To our opinion, the egg market should not (in fact,

must not!) be influenced by the state in future either.

2/ In a market free from state intervention, the free

prices prevail whereas, to achieve a stricter regulation, the

application of pre-determined lowest prices would be necessary.

'е deem the latter a realistic effort only in the case if the

prices would be determined by the trade federations or joint-

ly by the product council and distributors, in the possession

of sufficient information and if they would not require any

assistance fron' the Government either. Nevertheless, it is

probable that even if this solution would be introduced, the

seasonal price would not be dispensable in the steady egg
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supply in the winter months which accepts. the extra costs in-
curring in the winter period.

3/ It is reasonable to operate the relation system of the
vertical egg scheme in the framework of contractual relation-
ship, just in order to provide a certain market order. Even the
partial implementation of the seconä alternative assumes that
the rather heterogenous circle of producers and the similarly
variegated trade sphere can be amalgamated in a strong associa-
tion for the protection of common interests. Nevertheless,
there are not even chances to be seen for this.

4-5j For absorbing the periodical overproduction, the
paste-making alone is not sufficient, the exportation, however,
does not seem to be an economical solution. There is no signi-
ficant importation of this product.

6/ . The consumers should be able to enforce their interests
in the product council. The situation is coloured by the fact
that most of those producing egg in small quantities are, at
the same time, egg buyers, too. It is, even now, typical of
the small-scale producers that they meet their own demand for
egg in the dead season by purchasing.

7/ v'е do not deem necessary to apply a central develop-
ment strategy, however, we consider a quality and hygienic
control as necessary.

12. The slaughter sheep brеëd2hg 

1f The slaughter sheep has a comparatively small share in
the production value of the agriculture but its role in the ex-
ports is considerable. We do not suggest the involvement of
this product in the sphere of regulated market order, however,
we deem a certain assumption of participation by the state and
mainly a voluntary market organization by the producers neces-
sary. The main reasons for this are as follows:
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- for the production of slaughter sheep, there is. a. re-

gulation in force in the countries of the ЕС as well,

- the total exports may well be above the quantity that

can be supplied to the ЕС under self-limitation con-
tract, thus the regulation of the proportion of milk-

type and weanling lamb will become important,

- in the case of a compulsion regarding the reduction of

the volume of agricultural production, the size of

areas that can most reasonably be utilized by sheep

breeding,

- the duly regulated increase in the production volume

iэ all the more important as the chances for expanding
the exports are better than the average.

2/ In the price system, we propose the application of

orientation prices to be announced by the producer's business

federations, i.e. there would be no direct intervention by the

state. However, this need not be determined for all three

quality categories either but it is sufficient to do •so for

the most important products. Also, the concrete method of

guarantee attached to the price should be set by the product

council itself.

3/ The most urgent task in the organization structure .of

the vertical scheme is to develop a strong, duly articulated

business federation, an organization for safeguarding producer's

interests, however supported in its establishment. In addition

to the issues belonging to the sphere of decision of the ii-

nistry of Agriculture (export subsidy, customs duty, registra-

tion in the herd-book and certification thereof) all tasks re-

lated to upkeeping a regulated market could be assigned to the

product council, including the breeding and breeds policy ad-

justed to the market require: yen is .
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4/ It is reasonable, at the outset,, to raise the subsidy
of slaughter sheep exports to the level oî. subsidy of the
slaughter cattle till the justified expansion of production
is reached. This could later be reduced to the level of cus-
toms tariff applied by the importers.

5/ A customs duty might become necessary to be imposed
on imported slaughter sheep and mutton only later on, in or-
der to protect the domestic production.

6/ Due to the low quantity of mutton consumed, we see no
reason for a separate safeguarding of consumer' s interests .

7/ Our unutilized development resources (grazing lands
and other area for producing mass fodder) and the fact that
the conditions of production are available mostly in regions
of economic backwardness and unfavourable conditions and fa-
cilities where there is a manpower overplus, justify the in-
crease in the production volume and its stimulation by the
state.

• 13. The wool production 

1/ It is not necessary to influence the domestic wool mar-
ket by state intervention other than import regulation. Never-
theless, the wool market has completely collapsed this year,
mainly due to the fact that the withdrawal of the state from
this field coincided with the severe balance problems in the
world market of wool. Yet, most part of the crisis management
measures is not of material nature;-it is mostly about ac-
tions to be taken for creating settled market relations in
terms of organization, ownership, protection of domestic pro-
duction. We deem subsidizing reasonable only transitorily
(for a transitory period of about 2 years) so that the pro-
ducers can adjust themselves to the changed market conditions.
The sector could utilize the subsidy necessary for this if.
the sales rice would drop to below a minimum level (e.g. to
below 3 dSD in the case of the quality A; B) .
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2/ As regards the wool, we do not consider the influencing

of price as reasonable. nevertheless, it would be advisable to

apply a price mechanism operated by the producers during the

operation of which, following the stabilization of the wool mar-

ket (e.g. in the case of a price above 3.5 UsD computed to wash-

ed basic material in the case of an A/B wool), a determined

share (e.g. 1.5 to 2.0 per cent) of the sales earnings would be

paid into a fund that would assist the domestic production in

avoiding a collapse similar to the present one.

3ј the wool producers' county-level, regional and national

organization for safeguarding their interests should be set up

with the active moral and financial support by the Ministry of

Agriculture.

4/ We do not deem reasonable to subsidize, the wool exports,

though in 1991-1992, till the present problems are solved, this

would be very useful.

5/ As a lasting element of protecting the domestic produc-

tion we propose to effect a cream-off in respect of imported

wool, proportionate to the domestic prices, and to raise the

customs tariff applied to wool and wool-type industrial basic

materials to 20 per cent.

6/ The user sphere (the wool industry) will expectedly need

no extra protection. .

7/ state assistance (organization support and money) should

be granted for organizing consultancy for breeding, propagation-

biology and animal health, as well as marketing and finances.

Later on, this activity might become self-financing. It is rea-

sonable to treat the certification of quality (entering into the

herd-book) and the protection against epidemic as a state task,

also in the long run.
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Annex No.1

~iajor market regulation principles for the sectors of 

agricultural production 

,sector
or

product

( Schematic review)

Order of The role of The proposed state mea-
market State in de-- sures for influencing
regulation veloping the the market

price catego-
ries

Cereal
bread-grain regulated

market

feeder-grain influence
market

Sunflower-
seed

Sugar

Tobacco

Potato

Wine

Slaughter
cattle

guiding price,
intervention
prices and
ceiling price

guiding price
and
ceiling price

free market free price

free market free price

free market free price

free market free pricé

influenced free price
market

regulated
market.

Fattened regulated
young cattle market

other
slaughter
animal

guiding price
and interven-
tion price

guiding price
and interven-
tion price

free market free price

intervention z urchase,
storage, export and im-
port licensing, export
and import cream-off

export and import
licensing, export and
import cream-off

none

export and import
licensing

none

none, except for the
ad hoc limitation on
imports

withdrawal of goods
from the market, export
and import licensing

quantitative limitation,
intervention purchase

intervention purchase,
export and import
licensing

export and import li-
censing; ad hoc inter-
vention by putting out
breeding stock for rear-
ing and by purchasing



Sector
or

product

.
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Order of The role of The proposed state mea-
~market Mate in de- sures for influencing
regulation veloping the the market

price catego-
ries

slaughter
Pig

fattened
of class
I-II

other
slaughter
animal

Chicken

Goose

Egg

slaughter
sheep

pig influenced
market

guiding price,
sliding inter-
vention price

free market free price

free market free price

free market free price

free market free price

influenced free price
market

Wool free market free price

withdrawal of commodity
from the market, export
and import licensing

export and import
licensing

export and import
licensing

export and import
licensing

none

export and import R
licensing; EC export
quantity limitation

import cream-off
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Annex No.2 

WORKS OF REFERENCE
e

Studies prepared in the 

Research Institute for Agricultural Economics 

VOLU::•iE I:

1. The integration of agrarian production in the market

economy

(Mrs. Irén Pâlovics)

2. Financial conditions of the operation of agrarian

market regulation

(2irs. Irén Pâlovics)

3. International experience on agrarian regulations

(Tamâs Ujhelyi)

4. Principles of developing the pricing system in the

new agrarian market regulation

(sândor :ïiszâros)

5. Forms, technical and financial conditions of

market interventions to be followed

(Tiiss Lva 3orszéki, Tamis Ujhelyi)

6. system of the agrarian market, participants in the

market, development of the competition and trade

(Jânos Kartali, Mrs .Orbân Nagy Mina, Gyula Rider,

Miss iirta Stauder, Iчiгton Szabo, Tamis Ujhelyi)

7. Order of the agrarian foreign trade and action to be

taken for its improvement

(Miss Ёva Borsziki, Jânos Kartali)

8. Institutional system of the agrarian market regulation

(Miss Eva Borsziki)

9. Producer's business federation

(Miss Eva Borsziki, Mrs. Ilemhölczer Kapitâny Gabriella)
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10. Scheme to be established for product qualification,

standardization and control

(Jbzsef A1vincz)

11. Objectives and tasks in the agrarian training and

consulting

(Lâszlô szendrö, Andrâs szijjârtb, Mrs. Vissy Mara Takâcs)

12. The information system of the agrarian market regulation

(Lâszlb Dorgai, Mâtyâs szabb)

13. Basic issues of the legal ordering of the agrarian

market regulation

(P&ter Halmai)

VOLUME II:

1. situation and regulation of the vertical corn (wheat,

maize) scheme

( iчi s s Lva horszkј)

2. Preparation of the agrarian market regulation in the

vertical sunfloег-sееd scheme

(Mrs. Tunyogi Veronika Nechay)

3. lain trend of the change in the agrarian market regula-

tion in the vertical sugar scheme

(Ervin szederkényi)

4. Ѕјtuаtјon survey in the vertical tobacco scheme in the
agrarian market regulation

(Mrs. Tunyogi Veronika ilechay)

5. Effect of the change in the agrarian market regulation

on the vertical potato scheme

(Ervin szederkényi)

6. Production and produce utilization of the vegetables

and fruit sector - proposals on the further develop-

ment of sectoral direction

(Irs. iârla stucs )
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7. Production and produce utilization of the winé-grape
sector, proposals on the further development of
sectoral direction

~

(Mrs . î,lâria szücs - Ern Botos)

8. Nilk and slaughter cattle production
(dm Balogh - Pâl Szajkb)

9. Functioning mechanism of the agrarian market regula-
tion in slaughter pig farming- _ r

(ui s s Z s uz s a С; ânky )

10. Bases of the functioning mechanism of the agrarian
market regulation in chicken farming

(~4rs . Gyöngyi Lâsz lb)

11. Bases of the functioning mechanism of the agrarian
market regulation in goose farming

(Mrs. Gyöngyi Lâszlb)

12. Bases of the functioning mechanism of the agrarian
market regulation in egg production

(Mrs Gyöngyi Lâszlb)

13. Analysis of the situation of slaughter sheep produc-
tion and market.

( Zoltân Râki - Miss ivïâria Guru)

14. Analysis of the situation of wool production and
market

( Zoltân Râki - ï4iss ï%âria Guba)

~
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